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High School On Sunday
and talk with him on this visit to
the Murray schools, a
spokesman for the school said.
The dedication will be held in
the Murray High School
cafeteria.
Chairman of the Murray
Board of Education, Maurice
Ryan, will be master of
ceremonies
during
the
program. He will introduce
many outstanding guests who
have had a part in planning this
achievement for the young
people in this community.
The Murray High School
Band, under the direction of Joe
FDEA WELCOME—Dr. Jack Frymierileft), curriculum research and academic motivation
Sills, will play preceding the
specialist at Ohio State University, is greeeted Friday by officials of the First District Education
ceremony. The Reverend C. E.
of
Association on the campus of Murray State University. Shown with him are: Mrs. Martha Baker
Timberlake will give the inPaducah:president-elect of the FDEA; and Dr. John G. Taylor of Murray, Paducah, president-elect
vocation and Mr. Hollis Miller
Baker
Mrs.
to
presidency
relinquish
the
of the FDEA; and Dr. John G. Taylor of Murray, who will
will give the benediction.
Dec. 1. Frymier delivered the keynote address to the 88th annual meeting of the organization which
This photo of George S. Hart was made in the Bank of Murray in 1958, while Hart was still president
Following
the
formal
includes more than 2,000 educators from 19 school districts in 13 West Kentucky counties.
_program, an open house will be of the bank. He is talking with Miss Connie Roberts, recently by marriage, Mrs. Hensley Walters, of
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )
held in both schools. Guided Columbia, Tenn. Mrs. Walters is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Roberts of Nashville who are
tours will be conducted by natives of Calioway County.
members of the Student Council
and refreshments will be served.
The public is cordially invited
and urged to inspect the two
facilities that are now available
in Murray and Calloway
By Dwain McIntosh , University children tend to
County. The faculty and adBy L. J. Hortin
Teachers attending the 88th become the kinds of people their
ministration
representatives
Regents for 10 years; became State Normal School. This
The George S. Hart Memorial an amazingly successful Bank association with Murray State
annual meeting of the First teachers are.
will be in their stations
"Teacher-pupil interaction is
throughout the buildings to Scholarship will be officially president; and was recognized was continued as he attended
We and wife go to Italy along District Education Association
established and commemorated as a superb builder of a city and the Normal School as a student
out,
"as
he
pointed
here
Friday
were
told
they
rapid-fire,'
discuss
their programs.
with Joe Hal and Sue Spann.
at Murray State's Golden An- community.
"must be the kind of people the teacher bounves off the
and later he served as a
niversary Homecoming at 9
rubber
ball
like
a
•
class
they
want
their
students
to
be."
Born March 1, 1893, the son of member of the Board of
We found that Italy is as much a
o'clock Saturday morning, Fran Hart and Adeline Frances Regents three different times.
Dr.
Frymier, thousands and thousands of
Jack
way of life as it is a country.
October 21.
Mr. Hart and the former
(Shrader ) Hart, young George
They don't worry about some curriculum research and times. But some teachers have
Mancil Vinson, director of had two brothers, Mason and Lochie Broach were married
positive
a
specialist
bouncing
in
academic
motivation
a
way
of
things as much as Americans
Alumni Affairs at MSU, has Jim, and one sister, Celia. His June 18, 1925. Their daughter,
do, but enjoy life as much as at Ohio State University, told fashion while others unannounced that president Harry father died in 1904, while Lochie Faye, is the wife of Gene
possible. The Italians seem to the educators attending the fortunately reflect negativism.
Sparks and Alumni president, George was about 11 years of Landoll. The Landolts have
Speaking on "Motivation in
have the feeling that a person session at Murray State
p.m. Sunday near Pine Bluff Martha Ellison, will have age. George's mother kept the
ex'Frymier
Classroom,"
the
senior
at
Darnell,
Ricky
three children, George, Debbie,
passes this way only one time
plained that motivation has a Murray High School and Shores, off Highway 444, nor- charge of the brief ceremony in family going on the 35-acre and Lore.
and therefore it is to be enjoyed.
direct relationship to many seventeen year old son of Mrs. theast of New Concord, Steele the Alumni Lounge attended by farm near Miller's crossroads
Mrs. Hart, like her husband,
facets of a student's persoanlity. Dulcie Miller Darnell of 1202 said. Darnell and Roger .nembers of the Hart family, in Calloway County.
Ha sing read of the works of the
always been a leader in
has
were
classmate,
University officials, and friends
as well as to external factors. Sycamore Street, Murray, died Hughes, a
work were community and educational
hard
days
of
Long
masters of the Renaissance
He listed several charac- as a result of an accidentally reportedly fixing duck blinds at of the family.
brightened for George when he affiars. She has her bachelor's
period for many years and
As a result of an initial gift of went to school. He liked school and master's degree from
teristics
of students who show self-inflicted gunshot wound the time.
looking at pictures of such
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
investigation,
coroner's
A
a lltrilgsaaSlOtichetartgelo's-David-,-: and Mr::-amil---Mrs. James C. enthusiasm for school work- Sunday afternoon, according to required by law in a death by 82,000, the fund will constitute a and often remarked that he Murray State and served three
Moses, Pieta, the ceiling of the Williams have returned from a secure self-concept, ego Calloway County Sheriff Clyde shooting, will be held this -PerpetualSicbolarship" and it "went through the eighth grade years as member of the MSU
is expected that it will increase six times." It was the only Board of Regents, following her
Sistine Chapel and many other nine
to strength, concern for others and Steele.
trip
day
two o'clock at the with additional contributions
The accident occurred at four morning at
school available.
works of art, we were en- Italy. While in Italy they visited willingness to assign responhusband's death.
Court House, according to from friends and business
tranced by them all. We failed in Rome, Florence, Sorrento sibility to self, abstract value
After serving as Circuit Clerk
at
He
taught
his
first
school
Sid
Attorney
County
Calloway
associates of the late Mr. Hart.
to see the Pieta Michelangelo and Capri. The two couples left structure, healthy perception of
11 years, George' 'kart,
for
1914,
after
Locust
Grove
in
County
Calloway
Easley.
The scholarship will be for the
sculpted when he was 24 years Louisville by Eastern Air Lines time, openness to experience
executive head of the
became
qualified
for
the
country
Coroner Max Churchill said an benefit of deserving and needy having
old because a mentally on Friday October 6 for New and tolerance of ambiguity.
Bank of Murray in 1933. He
by
attending
school
job
last
performed
was
autopsy
Then he challenged the
students under guidelines to be
deranged person had hit the York and made their way to
Western State Normal School served as president from 1954(Continued on Page Sixteen) set up by the University and for five months. He taught at
priceless masterpiece with a Italy via KLM747 to Amsterdam educators to demonstrate these
1967.
donors.
hammer and it is undergoing then to Rome.
During his presidency the
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Kelly,
Paschall
and
Flint
until
The life of George Hart
repair. It was hid from view by
War
came
in
1917.
the
While in Italy they viewed
is a Horatio Alger story of
a screen. This one is located in many Renaissance works of the
Drafted into the army, he
unbelievable achievement. His
St. Peters. We did get to see two masters of that time including
served on "the Louisville front"
is
the
story
of
how
the
son
of
a
other Pietas by this same artist. two of the four Pietas by
tenant farmer served 20 years at Camp Zachary Taylor. Then
The fourth one is in Milan.
Michelangelo, David, Moses,
as mayor of Murray; was a he returned to Calloway and to
the Sistine Chapel, and St.
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
member of the MSU Board of teaching school at White Oak
Walking down the long hall of Peters and were fortunate to
and Grindstone. He has been
Daughters of the
the Sistine Chapel we saw have seen the Pope. The ruins of the United
The Music Department of the
quoted as saying he brought
Confederacy will meet at the
priceless works of art which Pompei, the colosseum, the
Murray Woman's Club will
-basketball to Grindstone," and
of Dr. Halene Visher,
home
defied description. We could Circus Massimus, and many
meet Tuesday, October 17, at
here he solved the problem of
Dogwood Drive, on Wednesday,
have spent a month there. St. other
7:30 p.m. in the clubhouse.
ancient
edifaces, October 18, at 1:30 p.m.
bullies who had run off the
The Calloway County High
•
in
"Winter
program,
Peters as well.
The
monuments and fountains were
preceding teacher.
"Songs of the South" will be
School Speech and Debate
feature
John.
C.
Europe",
will
also seen.
In March, 1921, George Hart Team participated along with
the theme of the program. Mrs.
Going on down South we visited
Winter, professor of piano and
The tour was sponsored by Helen Lassiter and Mrs. Lois
started his political career by seventeen other schools from
Pompei. We have always been Rizpah Shrine Temple.
organ at Murray State
running for Circuit Clerk. He Kentucky, Tennessee and
Sammons will be co-hostesses.
interested in antiquities, anUniversity. Winter will show
was successful and took office
cient peoples, etc. so we found
slides arid play tape recordings
Over 1,000 Girl Scouts, January 1, 1922, 50 years ago. Illinois, in the annual Paducah
Tournament
Tilghman
this particularly interesting.
made during a trip to Europe leaders, and parents registered
His energy and leadership Saturday, October 14.
There again, we could have
when he visited a number of for "Girl Scout Day at Kaintuck
were that year ( 1922) a
Stacy Adams won third place
stayed there for many days,
churches and cathedrals and Territory" on October 13. This powerful impetus to the drive to
examining minutely every
had the opportunity to play event' was scheduled by the locate the new "Normal in Poetry and Tricia Bailey tied
detail of this city buried by the
many different pipe organs.
Program Committee of the School" in Murray. Teaming up for third place in hurnerous
volcanic ash of Vesuvius. It has
Winter, who has taught 25 Bear Creek Girl Scout Council, with such men as J. G. Glasgow, interpretation.
Calloway's team collected
been completely uncovered. As
years at Murray State Mrs. David Gold, Chairman, to Robert E. Broach, and others,
superior ratings,
eighteen
school
we walked along the lava stone
Bachelor
of
of
a
advantage
holds
a
take
University,
By Dennis Taylor
resuperintendent of schools, which had just been
Mr. Hart helped obtain; many
streets of this city, with the ruts
Music degree from Louisiana holiday being observed that contributions to the 8117,000 sixteen excellent and sixteen
A year's concentrated study Mayfield' Mrs. Kathy Hunt, organized on a 1-4 plan.
good ratings. Those students
caused by countless chariots of the Robertson and' Carter elementary classroom teacher,
The members of this com- State University and a Master day.
Calloway raised for Murray receiving ratings were: Stacy
still plainly visible, we were elementary schools of the Fort Campbell and Claude mittee reviewed the philosophy of Music degree from the
The Scouts and families, for
Adams, Tricia Bailey, Jimmy
overcome by the fact that Murray Independent School Taylor, State Department of the objectives, and all areas of University of Michigan. He has the single admission price,
Sara Calhoun, Vicki
Burkeen,
attractions
of
the
many
at
toured
the
study
done
System
which
are
included
in
a
additional
was
learning
culminated
Frankfort.
last Education,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Pat Lamb, Teresa Moody,
week when, a committee apThe Murray Elementary prescribed course of study for Julliard School of Music and this 1880 town, from 10:00 a.m.
Marketia Orr, Wendy Williams
College of Music, until 6:00 p.m. Many of the
pointed by the Southern Schools were accredited in 1962 Grades1-4. Many la people were Trinity
PADUCAH SPEAKER
and Pam White. •
Association of - Colleges and by the Southern Association, involved in making this com- London, England. Winter has troops included a troop picnic
Dr. Hal Houston, surgeon
Calloway County's A team in
given concerts throughout the as a part of the day's activities.
Schools visited in Murray to being one of a group of the first plete study possible.
with the Houston-McDevitt
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams, debate composed of Johnny
United
members:
evaluate the findings of a study in the state of Kentucky to
States.
staff
Executive
Clinic, Inc., was the guest
(Continued. on Page Sixteen)
During the business session of Mrs. Lucille Mack, Director Second Vice President, and Riley and Quentin Fannin won
of the elementray schools.
undertake a self-study. It is
speaker at the meeting of the
the meeting, names of and Miss Donna Riggs and Miss Mrs. Helen Spann, President, three decisions and lost one in
The committee was composed required by the Southern
Fifteenth District of Kentucky of
Vernon Shown,department of Association of Schools that the
prospective member of the Julia Lofton. Field Advisers, of the Quota Club of Murray, competition Saturday.Riley and
State Association of Licensed
Music Department will be were in charge of the admission will attend the 23rd District Fannin defeated Sacred Heart
education, Murray State accredited member write a
Practical Nurses held at
Conference to be held at the Academy, Owensboro Catholic
gate.
University, Ernest Garner, school improvement program
tabled.
Paducah Tilghman Vocational
Registered from the Murray Admiral Benbow Inn in and Memphis Frayser. Team
supervisor, Bowling Green each year and have a reEach member is also
School on October IO. He spoke
Schools,
Don
reminded to bring S & H Green Association were Troop 5,led by Memphis, Tennessee, October A's only loss was to the first
Sparks, evaluation and a complete look
on "The Surgical Emergency of
place winner Belleville West
Stamps which will be used Mrs. W. J. Pitman; Troop 145 20-22. \
at the total school program
the Newborn and the Nursing Mrs. Norman Culpepper
Mrs.
Williams
and
Mrs.
High School from Belleville, Ill.
Weatherford;
Max
kidney
Mrs.
of
a
led
by
purchase
toward
the
every ten years.
A youth revival is now in
Care." illustrating his talk erith
Team 13; composed of Dale
Troop 55, led by Mrs. Peter Spann were elected as voting
In the winter and spring of progress at the Calvary Temple dialysis machine.
Speaker For Hazel Meet
1972, the teachers, staff and lay Pentecostal Church, located at
The Music Department Whaley; Troop 143, led by Mrs. delegates to the conference at Arnold and Danny Futrell, split
members were called on to Chestnut and Cherry, Streets. Chorus will rehearse after the Bailey Gore; Troop 190, led by the regular meeting of the even for the day winning two
and losing two. The B team
members are Mrs. Dorsey Fox:Troop 196, led Murray Club on October 10.
Mrs. Norman Culpepper will make a study of the schools,
Rev. and Mrs. D. C. Cham- meeting and all
Hostsfor
the
conference
will
defeated Owensboro Catholic
Troop
Brandon;
Max
continue
Mrs.
urged
to
by
to
be
present
be speaker at the meeting to be
bers of Flatwoods. Ky., will be
Mrs. Marjorie be the members of the Quota and Fort Knox but lost ta
by
led
music.
199,
work
on
Christmas
held at the Hazel Baptist
HAIRDRESSERS
the.
for,
the guest evangelists
Hostesses for the evening will Wagoner; Troop 259, led by Club of VVhitehaven. Mrs.'Spann Harrodkurg and Russellville.
The Murray Unit of the services to be held each evening
Cloudy skies with a chance Church on Tuesday, October 17,
Speech and Debate coach
be
at
seven p.m.
Mrs. Josiah Darnall, Mrs. Mrs. Bill Hina; Troop 219, led will also serve as a member of
National Hairdressers and at 7:30 starting tonight (Monfor light rain today.. highs 65 to
the nominating committee for Larry England entered twentyHoughton;
William
Mrs.
Donald
Mrs,
All
have
a'
Eugene
Berrill,
by
women
will
atid
youth
of
the
Cosmetologists
69. A chance for shinvers and
day), and continuing through
Brock, Mrs. James Carlin, Mrs. Troop 216, led by Mrs. Joe the coming year and will five' students for competition
cooler fonight with -rows 38 to church are urged to attend to potluck supper at the home of' Friday, October 20,
Mrs. Millard McCallon; Troop 191, led by prepare and display a visual , and, carried thirty new team
43. Clearing
cool hear this talk on "Mission Freda Steely, King-s-wood
and
Special singing and music will M. C. Carman,
memherg- - to observe the
Burke, Mrs. Joe Green; and Troop 40, aids report of the work of the
Work"
Donald
by
Mrs.
Culpepper,
a
tonight
(
Mrs.
Monday
Carman,
Subdivision,
Tuesday.. highs in the upper
be featured each evening of the
Murray Club during 1971-72.
tournament.
Thomas.
churcih
spokesman
said.
Tolley.
Bruce
at
and
'Charles
by
Mrs.
seven
p.m.
Mrs.
led
50s. Wednesday fair and cool.
revival.
Superintendent of Public
Instruction Lyman Ginger will
speak at the dedication of the
new Murray High School and
Murray Vocational School on
Sunday afternoon, October n,
at 2:30 o'clock.
The head of public education
in Kentucky, Dr. Ginger was
dean of the School of Education
at the University of Kentucky
before his election to his present
position.
"Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County are urged to
hear Dr. Ginger and to meet

Frymier Speaks At FDEA
Meeting At Murray State

George Hart Memorial Scholarship

Ricky Darnell Dies From
Accidental Gunshot Wound

Couples Return
From Italy Trip

John C. Winter To
Give Program For
Music Department

Girl Scouts Of
Murray Attend
Special Day

Re-Evaluation Of City Schools
Completed By Association Team

Youth Revival To
Open Tonight At
Calvary Temple

The Weather

Students From
Calloway At
Speech Meet
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Editor's Note: This is one in a
continuing series of articles
taking a look at how other nations vies the U.S. Presidential
elections.
By MICHAEL G. LANDERS
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity ot its Newspaper

BRUSSELS — Sen. George
McGovern's presidential candidacy is creating a stir in
Western Europe.
His campaign theme of
"Come Home America" has
raised fears on this side of the
Atlantic that the United States
under a President McGovern
would be stlying goodbye to Europe.
The senator wants to withdraw more than half of the
305,000 American troops now
stationed on this continent. He
insists that there is no reason
for the United States to maintain such a large military contingent in Europe when the European members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
are more than prosperous
enough to carry a much larger
share of the alliance's defense
but-den.
McGovern now indicates he
would make the reductions
gradually and "in consultation" with the European NATO
allies. But he still -apparently
would take the step unilaterally
and not wait for any reciprocal
cutbacks by the Warsaw Pact.
` This is what is worrying the
European alleanc-e members.
They fear that such a large
American. pullout, though it
would still leave some U.S.
troops here, would be a serious
blow to NATO's defense capability. Moreover, they are
afraid that the measure would
submarine missile launchers, seriously undermine
the west's
leaving it with about 950 mod- current
attempts to work out
ern sub-launched missiles.
agreements with the Soviet
Add up all the figures for
Union for a detente between the
ICBMs and sub-launched mis- two sides of Europe.
siles under SALT terms and the
The Europeans are particuUnited States will have an ar- larly' concerned that a unilatersenal of 1,710 to Russia's 2,419. al American cutback would
But a U.S. State Department
weaken NATO's l;argaining powhite paper, aimed at explain- sition in hoped-for negotiations
ing the impact of the SALT
with the Kremlin on mutual
agreements and showing that
and
balanced force reductions
the numbers game is an inconMBFR) in central Europe.
clusive one, had this to say
NATO is anxious to start preabout the destructive power of
liminary MBFR talks this fall,
U.S vis-a-vis Soviet warheads:
at the same tune that prepara-The difference in numbers
tions will begin for a European
of missiles is offset by the kinds
of warheads they carry. Cur- security conference expected
be held nexfyear. The Rusrently, with ffie -new MtRil
warheads, the U.S. strategic sians seenia totndicate
missiles and heavy bombers President Nixon was in Moscow recently that they were
carry 5,900 warheads.
willing to go along with the
"The interim ;SALT) agreeidea.
ment sets no limit on the numBut Soviet Foreign Minister
ber of warheads for either side,
Andrei Gromyko. -later exand both of these figures could
rise substantially in five years. pressed a strong Soviet preference for MBFR talks only' after
-The implications of the war- the security conference is over
head figures are enormous," and many NATO officials rethe white paper says. 'They
main highly skeptical about
mean that currently, in the
prospects for a true Russian
event of a surprise nuclear at- desire for mutual force cuts.
tack, if half of the U.S. straStill, NATO is intent on
tegic capability were wiped
pressing ahead on MBFR and a
out, the U.S. still could strike
number of alliance strategists
more than 2,500 separate tar- continue to believe that the
gets in the Soviet Union.
Kremlin might eventually ac"This remfqrces the recogni- cept at least a small mutual retion on both sides that there can
duction, say 10,000 or 20,000
be no winner in a nuclear war," troops on each side, if only for
the sake of showing its good intentions toward the west.
deprives them of basic human
This, in NATO's view, would
rights. Unfortunately, tyrannibe a big step toward tackling
cal governments are allowed the basic
European security
membership; hence. Solzhenitproblem: the presence of huge
syn's terminological distinction and heavily
armed military
concerning the U.N. is correct. forces
facing each other across
;Solzhenitsyn, by the way,
the European divide.
seems to be a remarkably wise
In this context NATO sces the
and courageous man — one of continued
presence of a large
the world's heroes.,
U.S.-military contingent as the
By placing criminally tyranalliance's main bargaining
nical governments on an equal
chip its a via the Soviet Union.
basis with legitimate, just gov- Officials
here argue that an
ernments the U.N. erases the
American withdrawal from
distinction between right and
Europe has long been a
wrong, good and evil; and by
primary goal of Soviet policy
thus giving evil the respectabil- and
that a unilateral pullout, as
good
it
of
aids
ity
evil in, the proposed
by
Senator
struggle against,good. FurtherMcGovern, would hand the
more, like a police commission
Russians what they want withgiving the top gangster veto out their
having to give any
power over its moves to wipe
.
•
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Ten Years Ago Today
=DOE& & TOMS FILII

Gus Parker, age 90, died October 14 at 1:25 p.m. at
the Murray Hospital.
Murray State University will be the location of one
of the educational television transmitters as approved by the Kentucky Educational Television
authority.
Mr. and Mrs. Ermon E. Collie will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on October 27 with an
open house on October 28 at the home of a son, Leon
Collie, 1001 Olive Street, Murray.
Mesdames Paul Gargus, Ralph Reavis, J. B.
Starks, and Polk Tyler were delegates from the
Almo PTA at the fall conference of the First District
PTA held at Fulton.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMZ8 MIA

Billy I. Refs.formerly of Murray, has been named
as Director of Publicity and assistant professor of
THE GREAT ARMS RACE
journalism at Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owen-:
sboro.
A feature story on Nathan. B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio, from Murray, is reprinted from the
Carbide Kentuckian, weekly publication of the
Carbide and Carbon Chemical Company at
Paducah.
Miss Barbara Ward, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
By FRANK MACOMBER
Earlier, the authoritative
John T. Ward of Murray, has been named as one of
Military-Aerospace Writer
Jane's Fighting Ships noted
the attendants to Murray State College football
Copley News Service
that Russia has more submaqueen, Carolyn Fish of Paris, Tenn. Gloria Stice of
The United States intends to rines than the United States
Paducah is the other attendant.
increase the accuracy and de- and is reported to be building
Showing at the Varsity 'Theatre is "Dreamboat" structive force of its nuclear the first of a fleet of carriers to
missile arsenal because its match those of the U.S. Navy.
with Clifton Webb and Ginger Rogers.

U.S. warheads outweigh
Soviet missile edge

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And these things write we unto you, that your joy
may be full.-1 John 1:4,

God has revealed His person and providence to us
in His Word not to darken our path with Fear but to
brighten our days with abounding joy.

Isn't It The Trioth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Here are four

rights a lady politician must favor:
equal rights for women, spending rights for wives,
visiting rights for husbands and, for all men, the
right to support women.
"1 will follow the right even
to the fire—but avoiding the
fire if possible."
—Michel De Montaigne

Sky-blue waters
a beauty to enjoy
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Copley News Service
LAKE TAHOE, Nev. — Its
waters are so clear you can see
fish 100 feet down.
Its so beautiful that Mark
Twain, on first seeing it, was
moved to write that "surely it
must be the greatest beauty the
entire earth affords."
It's so impressive amid the
surrounding
pine-covered
Sierras that visiting European
friends of "Bonanza's" Lorne
Greene asked him: "Why do
Americans come to Europe
when they've got something
like this?"
Lake Tahoe, North America's largest mountain lake,
draws a constant stream of
tourists attracted by its fine
fishing, boating, swimming,
water-skiing and other recreational facilities. Its hotels,
motels and entertainment are
tops, and on the Nevada side
there are 24-hour casinos.
The lake's sky-blue waters
stretch 21 and a half miles in
length and 12 miles in width,
and are more than 1,600 feet
deep in some places. A modern
highway enables tourists to
travel all the way round its
shores, which are in both
Nevada and California.
it is drained by the Truckee
River, which flows through the
middle of Reno and empties in- to Pyramid Lake in desert
country some 50 miles northeast of Lake Tahoe. Pyramid
Lake, though bigger than
Tahoe, has few facilities but the
fishing there is good.
..We drove up to Lake Tahoe
from Reno, a distance of about
30 miles, and Warded the
three-deck stern-wheeler bixie
For a 2 and three-quarter-hour

trip across the lake to Emerald
Bay and back. This is a new
service for visitors.
The 130-ton Dixie, with a 375passenger capacity, makes
three 18-mile round trips daily
( $4 for adults, $2.75 for children).
"It's going good," says Kenneth L. Amundson, 61, president and general manager of
the boat service, a month after
the trips got under way. The
trips average about 100 passengers each.
During the trip, you will se
the Vikingsholrn, a 39-room
mansion, on the shores of
Emerald • Bay.
It was built at a cost of $1 million by heiress Lora Josephine
Moore Knight. We aLso saw
some young people lolling on a
rock near the shore and they
waved as we passed by.
Amundson, who has lived at
Lake Tahoe 41 years, said in an
interview in the helmsman's
cabin that he bought the boat in
1953 after it had been brought
up to the lake from New Orleans and reassembled at Cave
Rock.
The boat sailed on the Mississippi from 1927 to 1939. It was
cut into four sections, transported by train to Reno, then
trucked up to the lake
Amundson, who has been in the
boat rental business for some
time, kept the Dixie stationary
for a while, then later used it as"
a houseboat.
The Dixie's skipper is Bill
fkilagross, 42, who recently* relired lijom the Coast Guard af.tpr 24 ears' service. It would
take Mm about eight hours to
sail 'the .80 miles around the
edge of this "lake of the sky."
as the Indians call it with the
name Tahoe.

leaders believe the Soviet
Naval experts, however, conUnion will do so during the five- tend it would take a generation
year life of the bilateral stra- for the Russians to achieve
tegic arms freeze.
present levels of U.S. naval air
America has a fleet of high- power. But their submarine
flying - reconnaissance or spy force — a mixture of nuclearsatellites which can keep tabs powered and conventional unon the deployment of Russian dersea craft — is another matocean-spanning missiles and ter.
The United States currently
other strategic - weapons. But
even their electronic eyes can- has 656 ready-to-launch Polaris
not peer inside plants and labo- aralPoaeidon missiles. The Soratories to monitor Soviet re- viet Union -has- fferii 1:50 to TOO
search and development of im- submarine-launched missiles
proved, more powerful atomic at the ready. The United States
warheads and delivery sys- is building no subs today but
will begin work on the Trident
tems.
Consequently it came as no program soon. The Soviets
great surprise recently when have been building about eight
President Nixon reversed a new submarines a year.
major administration defense
Without the SALT agreepolicy and instructed the De- ments, the Russians would
fense Department to embark have boosted their nuclear sub
on a research program to de- fleet to 80 or 90 in the next five
velop a new generation of nu- years, while the Trident still
clear warheads. Pentagon offi- would be only in the construccials say its success could give tion stages.
a future president the option of
With SALT, however, the
shifting to a first-strike U.S. U.S. can build three more nunuclear strategy in the next clear subs — up to 44 as the' Sofive to 10 years.
viets add modern ballistic misHeretofore the U.S. has built sile craft up to 62. To achieve
its strategic force on the threat this level, however, Russia
of massive retaliation in the must retire 209 older landevent of a nuclear first-strike based missiles and 30 aging
by a foe.
The SALT agreements with
Russia limit only the quantity,
not the ,quality of strategic
arms or antiballistic missites.
The SALT pact gives the
Russians a sizable advantage
in numbers of missile launchers. But the administration
claims this is offset by U.S.
ability to cluster several highly
accurate warheads in the nose
cone of each ICBM.
The Soviet Union so far lacks
this multiple, independently
By FATHER LES'TER
targeted reentry vehicle
Copley News Service
MIRY i technology.
But critics of the SALT pacts,
Dear Father Lester: Russian
like Sen. Henry M. Jackson, Dwriter Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Wash., warn that the Russians
denounced Russia and the
could catch up with the United
United Nations in a delayed,
States in the five-year period
written lecture on the occasion
by mastering the MIRY techof his winning the Nobel Prize.
nique.
Among many provocative out gangsterism, it gives evil
It was during the give-andthings, he said the United Na- veto power over the moves of
take over this possibility that
tions has become immoral. He good. Such actions are irriniorthe administration reversed its
partially explained. I suppose, al; and because they are so
field and pushed ahead with the
why he felt that way when he fundamental to the way in
project to develop even more
added, "It is not a united na- which the U.N. has been orgadeadly next-generation nuclear
tions organization but a united nized. Solzhenitsyn seems to be
weapons.
governments organization entirely correct in calling the
The United States is about to
where all governments stand organization immoral.
begin work on its fourth nucleequal -- those which are freely
ar-powered aircraft carrier
Address your questions to
elected, those imposed forcand is moving ahead with the
ibly, and those—which have "Father Lester, Copley News
Trident subrnarine-launched
seized power with Weapons" Service, insare of this newspamissile system -- more powerper, enclosing a stamped, selfcan see where Russia
ful and accurate than either the
addressed envelope.
criticized.
be
But
the
early Polaris or later Poseidon.
— Alvin G.
Shopping habits
However, Adm. Elmo R. ZumNEW YORE IIJI'lt—Of
walt Jr., chief of .naval operDear Alvin: The term "nawomen who hold full time jobs,
ations,. recently told Congress
tion" in the United Nations de- l); per cent usually frequent
he believes live Soviet Union is
notes that the people of each one particular supermarket.
building its first carrier — a
member—,
nation are repre- according to a Bilreaki of
move that would enable the
_
Advertising report. •
Russians to impose their mili- sAted
this compares with Sh per
But
the
people
are
not
tary might far from their
cent of the slay-at-home wiimen
represented
if
their
governshores for the first time in hiswho usually go to one parment is forced upon them and
tory
ticular supermarket.

MORAL ANGLE

Has U.N.
become
immoral?

quid pro quo to *NATO. The
Soviets, these officials insist,
would have no incentive to
make any' troop cuts of their
own.
This is one of the main reasons for so much alarm around
Europe over McGovern's proposal. Another is a deep frustration over the prospect that
the European NATO countries,
contrary to the senator's apparent belief, would simply not
be able to fill up the grip that
would be created in the alliance's defenses by a large.U.S.
pullout.
One of the obstacles to a
-greater European military effort would be public opinion
which, here as in the U.S., is
growing increasingly hostile to
heavy defense spending. But an
even greater limiting factor
would be the lack of political
unity in Western Europe, particularly on defense issues. Despite the economic integration
achieved through the Common
Market, the degree of political
unity the West European countries would likely need for a
joint military effort to fill up
the gap is still many years
away.

This is a point which many
Europeans contend is not sufficiently understood in the
United States.
Adding further to Europe's
uneasiness over the future of
the America commitment to
NATO is a growing expectation
that, even though it is the
democratic presidential candidate who is now strongly advocating a big U.S. troop cutback
in Europe, there is likely to be
increasing pressure for such a
withdrawal even if President
Nixon stays in the White House.
Many European officials regard an American cutback as
inevitable given the U.S.'s increasing preoccupation with its
domestic problems and the
Nixon administration's plans to
end the military .draft. For
these officials the only question
is the timing of the withdrawal.
This is why the European
NATO members are hoping
that some progress on MBFR
will be forthcoming so that
mutual Warsaw Pact and
NATO 'reductions might be
worked out before domestic
pressure for a unilateral American pullout becomes irresistible in Washington.

ture be shaped more like a giBy HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — Things raffe? Probably not, but if
a columnist might never know present trends continue, as
studied by the U.S. Department
if he didn't open his mail:
Civilization
is
now of Agriculture, she will be
threatening to bury itself in its taller and, in proportion to her
own debris. Each American height, she'll have a smaller
generates a ton of solid waste, bustline, waist and hips.
Worth remembering: "This
or garbage, a year. The total
would cover Manhattan Island you can believe: When a
youngster today hears a bad
13 feet deep. •
If you had a headache in an- word, it goes in one ear—and
cient Greece, the physician comes out his mouth."
Fact file: A tree soaks up
might try to cure it by drawing
about 1,000 tons of water to
blood from your head.
In the 19th century two min- make a ton of wood ... Footers in Nevada built a house ball's first mascot was Handmade of stones encrusted with some Dan, a bulldog adopted
"black stuff." The next year by Yale undergraduates in 1890
they learned that the black ... Some kinds of goldfish are
stuff was a rich silver ore, and gray, and some oriental vathey mined their home for rieties have been known to live
ea the adage 70 years ... Fish, like people,
that you don't have to travel —Zeta+ 6o1ds and get upset stomachs. Among their other posear to find opportunity.
If you received an invitation sible ills are dropsy and
in a message signed "Potus," tuberculosis.
It was Jules ['odd!, owner of
would you accept it? You:d
probably be sorry later if you the Copacabana night club, who
didn't. In the Morse Code, observed,"A genius is someone
"Potus" stands for "The presi- who can get his name off a
mailing list for junk mail."
dent of the United States."
Animals don't seem to be affected by poison ivy, but people Stone encyclopedia
MOSCOW (UPI I—Ancient
can get a rash from touching
the fur of a dog that has wan- inhabitants of the forbidding
Mountains"
of
dered through a patch of this "Black
southern Kazakhstan had
three-leafed plant.
domesticated camels and used
Who really runs your house- them to draw two-wheeled
-hold? In old Bulgaria, after chariots more than 3,000 years
ago, according to a "stone
their marriage, the bride and
encyclopedia- discovered there
bridegroom each took hold of a
recently.
piece of wedding bread and
The "stone encyclopediatugged hard. Whoever broke off consists of about
3,000 rock
the bigger pike was supposed
drawings depicting village life
to be the boss in the family.
of three ntillenia ago and 1%as
Quotable notables: "An op- found on the northern slopes of
the "Black Mountains.- the
timist is someone who tells-you
SON id t
news agency Tess
to cheer up when things are goreported. Chariots shown in the
ing his way."—Edward R. Murdrawings are similar to those
row.
used by the ancient Romans.
Sweet labor: It takes a lot of
work to make honey. One study
indicated that 40,000 bee-loads
of nectar were required to pro- 'Robin Hood'faces duce a pound of finished honey. tax imestigation
MANILA
it Hi
Another study by the U.S. De- Filipino screen star w h.i -played
partment of Agriculture, in the role of an elusive provinelid
which the bees had to make a outlaw known as the Filipino
Robin Hood. is facing tax
16-mile round trip for each load
of nectar, estimated they flew in‘estigation by the Bureau of
Internal Res enue. The inquiry
640,000 miles to create a pound
into Hamlin fievilla's finances
of honey.
was started after his music
Shape of what's to come: Will "Nardong Putik." became a
the American woman of the fu- boy office
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Tommy Chadwick celebrated
his seventh birthday with a
party held Tuesday, October 10,
given at his home by his
mother, Mrs. Dean Chadwick,
and his sister, Miss Vicki
Chadwick.
After the honored person had
opened his many lovely gifts,
games were played. Refreshments of cake, ice cream, and
punch were served.
Attending the party were
Sandy Turner, Clara Bell, Holly
Knight, Joy Hina, Kay Farley,
Lisa McCarty, Gayle Edwards,
his brother, Jeff Chadwick, the
honored person, and the
hostesses.
•
Unable to attend but sending
a gift was Susan Rogers.
To refresh travelers
RICHMOND,Ky.1UPII —
The Madison County Citizen's
Band Radio Club is waging an
unusual campaign to promote
traffic safety. The club uses a
converted school bus to provide
refreshments
for
weary
motorists who travel on busy
Interstate 75. Local merchants
provide the refreshments,
which have been enjoyed by
thousands of travelers since the
club began operations in 1970.

Before using any new appliance, read the directions.

A nurse by any other
name is still a nurse
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a registered nurse, and my pet
peeve is one that is shared by many in my profession. It is
being called "NURSE."
We all wear name pins. Why can't people take the time
and trouble to look at them and call us "Miss Jones" or
"Mrs. Smith"? A nurse would never call a patient, "Paor a visitor, "Visitor."
Please print this. It might penetrate Thank you.
IRKED IN N. J.
DEAR IRKED: I found it difficult to believe that the
majority of nurses shared your feeling, so I conducted a
aiialpoll. Here are the results:
The Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland:
"We questioned approximately 300 nurses, and
"[al More than 90 per cent were not irked by being
called nurse. While they all wear name badges, many
patients are not wearing their glasses, others are preoccupied with their illnesses, and some never even notice the
name badge.
"lb I Virtually all of our nurses would be 'irked' by being
called by her first name unless it was by a patient who
happened to be a friend.
"lc) The nurses would prefer not to be called 'Miss or
Mrs.'
"[di Our conclusion is that nurses are proud of being
called nurse, a title which designates a high level of
achievement so* respect."
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SY Barbara Jewell
THE ELDER
IS USEFUL
One of the most useful plants
is the Elder The cream-colored
flowers of the Elder are basic
ingredients for.preparations of
certain perfurhes. The berries
produced by the Elder are used
in making Elderberry wine.
The wood of the Elder is often
used for making wooden toys
and whistles.
The Elder is widely distributed throughout the United
States. The shrub is most often
seen in ornamental gardens.
There are several varieties of
the Elder, but the most common is the American Elder.
Brighten a friend's day by
sending a floral gift. The best
spirit-lifter is ilowers. We are
as near as your telephone—call
in your order today.
Place your order now for those
special Homecoming Corsages. Order early so they'll
be ready.

PApit Siva
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-6100
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Century City Hospital, Los Angeles, Cal.:
"We asked 44 nurses how they felt about being-called
'aurae,' only three said they didn't like it, two said they
preferred to be called 'Miss or Mrs. So and So—but NOT
'Miss' or 'Mrs.' unless their last names were included. One
said, 'I don't object to being called''Nurse' if it is said
gently, but when someone shouts 'NURSE' as tho he's a
drill sergeant commanding a buck private, I bristle.'"
Mount Sinai Hospital, Minneapolis'.
"Not one nurse said she would be irked if she were
addressed as 'Nurse.' It is preferable to 'BIondie,"Red,'
'Girlie,' or 'Honey.'
"We regard nursing as a noble profession, and since it
required a great deal of time and effort to attain that title,
It's inconceivable that a nurse would be irked when addressed as 'Nurse'"
Saint John's Hospital, Santa Monica, Cal.:
"Only one nurse polled was 'irked' when someone
called her 'Nurse.' The consensus was that 'Miss' or 'Mrs,'
was a close runner-up for irritating nurses. Almost all the
nurses preferred to be addressed by their names, tall wear
name pins on their uniforms), but a stn-prising number of
patients and visitors do not seem to notice them.
"Most expressed great surprise that any nurse would be
Irked at being called 'Nurse.' Of course, s'nce St. John's
has many nuns who are also nurses, one would be more apt
to address a nursing.sister As. 'Oster,' than 'Nurse' they
- answer to both cheerfully."
Abbott Hospital, Minneapolis:
"Sixty five nurses were polled, 31 of whom stated that
they did not like to be called 'Nurse.' They preferred to be
addressed by their names, 'Miss or Mrs.' which is the
reason their names are worn on their uniforms.
"Thirty-four of the Abbott Hospital nurses said they had
no objections whatsoever to being called 'Nis-se'"
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meet at the club house at 7:30
Monday, October 16
Trophy potluck dinner for p.m. with Mesdames Josiah
lady golfers at the Murray- Darnall, Eugene Berrill,
Calloway County Country Club Donald Brock, James Carlin,
will be held at 6:30 p.m. All M.G. Carman, Millard Carman,
ladies of the club are invited. Donald Burke, and Charles
Tolley as hostesses.
Testing for sickle cell anemia
will be held at the Student
All women and youth of the
Health Center, MSU, from five Hazel Baptist Church are urged
to seven p.m., sponsored by the to attend the meeting at the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, church at seven p.m. to hear
Mrs. Norman Culpepper speak
Zeta Zeta Chapter,
The Golden Circle Class of the on "Mission Work."
Memorial Baptist Church will
Wednesday, October 18
meet at the home of Mrs. Alice
The Executive Board .of the
Mayfield, 700 Poplar Street, at
Kirksey PTA- will meet at the
seven pan.
home of Mrs. Joe ThorntorratAmerican Legion Post 73 and 1:30 p.m.
Auxiliary will meet at the
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
Legion Hall at 7:30 p.m. tit, United Daughters of the
Members note change in date. Confederacy will meet at the
home of Dr. Hatene Visher at
The Murray Unit of the 1:30
p.m. with Mrs. Helen
National Hairdressers and
Lassiter and Mrs. Jois SamCosmetologists Association will mons as
cohostesses. The
have a potluck supper at the
program will be on "Songs of
home: of
Freda
Steely South."
Kingswood Subdivision, at
The Baptist Women of Elm
seven p.m.
Grove Church will have a
Weight control classes will mission study at the church at
open at the Health Center at ten 7:30 p.m.
a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
, The United Methodist Women
Tuesday, October 17
of the Coles Camp Ground
The Murray-Calloway County
Church will meet at the home of
Association for Retarded
Mrs. Austelle Crouse at 7:30
Children will meet at the Mental
p.m.
Health Center, 702 West Main
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
The Coldwater Homemakers Club Will meet at the home of
Club will meet with Mrs. Newel Mrs. Jim Washer at one p.m.
Doores.
The general meeting of the
- CiçcleI
of the United Baptist Women of the First
Methodist Church of the First Church will be held at the
Church will meet at the social church at 6:30 p.m. following
hall of the church at two p.m. the weekly fellowship supper.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
United Methodist Church of the
First Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
512 South 6th Street, at two p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
will meet at the church at 1:30
p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbor for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

SHOE STORE,

DOWNTOWN

MURRAY

When storing summer
clothes in boxes, mark contents. Use a cotton swab with
ink to list contents. It will write
with a broad enough stroke to
be seen clearly in the depths of
• closet.

Is breakfast time at your
house the most hectic period of
the day?
In the typical American
household it is. Morning may
find every member of the
family arising and leaving at a
different time.
Because of the demands of
these early morning hours,
mother may be torn between
finding lost shoes for little ones,
getting older children ready for
school, darning or pressing
clothes, preparing sack lunches
and seeing her husband off to
work. When Mother also has a
job, the confusion is even
greater.
Add to this ,frantic activity
some family members who just
don't like to eat in the morning
or who like very few breakfast
foods and breakfast becomes a
take-it-or-leave-it experience.
In such a climate, convenience
becomes the order for breakfast
with a demand for nutritious,
easy-to-prepare foods that will
satisfy even those with finicky
morning appetites.
Studies show that one child in
five leaves home in the morning
without an adequate breakfast
and six per cent of all children
dash off to school with no breakfast at all. Teenagers are very
likely to start the day without
any nourishment.
Following are some recipe

Ladies Day Bridge
Held At Oaks Club
The regular bridge session
was held at the ladies day
Wednesday at the Oaks Country
Club with Mickey Burkeen as
hostess.
Joyce
were
Winners
Thomas, high, and Hazel Beale,
-second high.
On Wednesday, October 18,
the bridge session will be held at
9:15 a.m. with Freda Butterworthe phone 753-1293, as
hostess. Reservations-Should be
made by Tuesday noon.
A potluck luncheon will be
served Wednesday at noon with
Mrs. Butterworth and Mrs.
Ginny Hopkins as hostesses.

ideas for breakfast that will
satisfy even those hard-toplease appetites and to provide
important amounts of essential
nutrients.
CRUNCHY BAKED
GRAPEFRUIT
4 grapefruit
3,4 cup packed brown sugar
3 T. margarine or butter, softened
cups slightly crushed flaked
corn cereal
Cut grapefruit crosswise into
halves. Cut around each section. Place halves cut side up in
shallow baking pan. Set aside.
Place sugar and margarine in
small mixing bowl; mix until
crumbly. Add crushed corn
cereal. stir to combine.
Sprinkle about 2 tablespoons of
mixture over each grapefruit
half. Bake in moderately hot
oven (400 degrees) about 12
minutes or until thoroughly
heated. Yield: 8 servings.
MALLOW-CRUNCH TARTS
2 T. margarine or butter
70 regular marshmallows or 2
cups miniature marshmallows
1.4 tsp. vanilla
214 cups Rice Krispies cereal
Measure margarine into 2
quart saucepan; melt over low
heat. Add marshmallows and
cook, stirring constantly, until
marshmallows are melted and
mixture is very syrupy.
Remove from heat. Stir in
vanilla. Add Rice Krispies
cereal; stir until well coated.
Portion warm mixture into 8 6oz. custard cups or 21.2 inch
muffin pan cups Using buttered
spatula, form into tart shells.

about 2 cups, 3 to 4 servings.
Note: Mixture may be stored in
freezer a few minutes before
serving.

Mrs. Urban Belcher
Program Leader At
Kirksey Meeting
Mrs. Urban Belcher was
program'
leader of the
presented at the meeting of the
Baptist Women of the Kirksey
Baptist Church held ::on Thursday, October 5, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
church. 'Crossing Barriers"was the ,
theme of the program with Mrs..
R. W. Blakely given the call to
prayer and leading in prayer. '
Assisting Mrs. Belcher in the
program presentation were
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs. Pete :
Carlisle, Mrs. Isaiah Treas, and
Mrs. Jack Cain, Mrs. Jim
Washer read a special poem
and led in prayer.
Also present for the meeting
were Mrs. Jackie "'Yeas, Mrs.
Orland Tubbs, and Mrs. Fay
Boggess, with the latter two
being new members.
Mrs. Carlisle, president,
presided at the meeting. The
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Jack Cain. Names were
drawn for sunshine friends. The
closing prayer Was led by Mrs.
Orland Tubbs,

LitiSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK

-Let stand in cool place until
firm. Remove from cups. Just erchinex can kelp you become the trim
before serving fill each tart slim person you want to.be. ()clinic( is
shell with prepared pudding, a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Con.
fruit, whipped topping or ice taint no dangerous drugs. No starving.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
cream. Yield: 8 servings.
tat and live longer. Odrinex has been
PEANUT BUTTER SHAKE
used successfully by thousands all over
1/2 cup milk
the country for 14 years.(Wines Plan
2 T. peanut butter
costs $3.25 and the large economy size
1 pint vanilla ice cream
55.25 You must lose ugly fat or your
Place milk and peanut butter money will be refunded by your druggist.
in electric blender; blend on No questions asked_ Accept' no subhigh speed until thoroughly stitutes. Sold with this mantes by:
combined. Add ice cream and
blend on high speed until
smooth. Serve at once over
trug
cereal in cereal bowls. Yield;

The Dorothy Group of the
Baptist Women of the First
Church will meet with Mrs
Lloyd Jacks at ten a.m.
The Music Department of the
Murray-. Woman's Club will

FREE!!

Two Are Medahsts
At Country Club
Alice Purdom and Evelyn
Jones were co-medalists for the
ladies day golf held at the
Murray-Calloway Country Club
on Wednesday. •
Hostesses for the special play
of ESP golf was Betty Stewart.
Also receiving awards were
Marge Shuffett, first, and Betty
Jo Purdom, second, for most
psychic, and Lou Doran for chip
in for bird and low putts.
Flo Hendrick was high for the
bridge play with Mary M.
Lassiter and Ella May Quertermous as hostesses.
A luncheon was served at
noon with Betty Hunter as
luncheon chairman.

16-0z.

-Tr
With
fill-up

8
gal.

Lottie Moon Group
Has Salad Supper
At Caldwell Home
The Lottie Moon Mission
Action Group of the Baptist
Women of the First Baptist
Church met in the home of_Mm_
Codie Caldwell, Lynn Grove
Road,on Monday, October 6, at
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Allen McCoy, program
chairman, led the group in a
discussion on ways to be of
service to others through
mission action.
The group chairman, Mrs.
C,odie Caldwell, presided at the
meeting.
A delicious salad buffet
supper was served with Mrs.
Caldwell and Mrs. Porter
Holland as hostesses.
were..
Others
present
Mesdames Ray Brownfield,
Purdom Outland, Odell Vance,
Earl Warford, Henry Warren,
and Miss Frances Brown
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Ladies bridge will be played
at the Oaks Country Club at 9:15
a.m. with Freda Butterworth
753-1293 as hostess
to be
followed with a potluck luncheon with Mrs. Butterworth
and Mrs. Ginny Hopkins as
hostesses.

Liven Breakfast Appetites
With Pace Changing Menus
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The Spirit of 76

Citgo
Skelly
Sunoco
Master Charge
Bank Americart
American Express

lives at Union Oil

BARRETT SERVICE CENTER
Millard Erwin of Louisville is
presently visiting Emett Erwin
of Lynn Grove and Mrs. Grace
Turner of Paris, Tenn.

401 South 4th Street

Murray, Ky.
. EXPIRES NOV. 20

Phone 753-9868
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Tennessee Tech Grabs Lead
In OVC With Western Win
By JOE EDWARDS .
Associated Press Sports Writer
In three minutes and 24 seconds of playing time Saturday
night against Western Kentucky', Tennessee Tech equalled
its scoring output against the
Hilltoppers for the entire last
five years.
In the Tech-Hilltopper headline Ohio Valley Conference
game, Golden Eagle quarterback Mike Ledford scored on a
six-yard run with 11:36 lef1 in
the first quarter.
Those six points, and 24 otherS by Ledford's teammates,
came at an important time as
they propelled Tech to a 30-10
victory over the visiting Hill-

toppers and undisputed - first
place in the conference race.
And for Tech fans, the 30
points had been a long time
coming. Their Golden Eagle
teams had scored only seven
points against Western in the
last five years, losing 15-7 in
1971, 28-0 in 1970, 42-0 in 1969,
13-0 in 1968 and 56-0 in 1967.

13 in a game that was decided
with no time remaining on the
clock. Yes, no time remaining
on the clock.
Murray quarterback Mike
Hobbie hit Don Clayton with a
35-yard scoring pass as the final gun sounded to make the
score 14-13. The Racers then
went for a two-point conversion
with no time showing on the
With the victory, Tech moved
clock, but a Hobbie pass was
to 13-0 in the conference and
batted down.
Western dropped to 2-1 and to
In non-conference action,
third place in the standings, beEastern Kentucky lost to Cenhind Morehead, which was idle
tral Michigan 21-14 and Austin
Saturday with a 2-0-1 record.
Peay racked up its first victory
In the only other conference this season with an 18-6 deciSaturday,
Middle sion over the University of
game
Tennessee clipped Murray, 14-, Tennessee Martin.
But the big battlewas in
Cookeville, where Tech bolted
to a 17-0 lead after the fihst
quarter. The Hilltoppers, with
quarterback John Hreben subbing for an injured Lee Peckenpaugh, closed it to 17-0 in the
third quarter but Tech pulled
away again after that.
Western at the MurrayLedford, in addition to his
Calloway Country Club. The two scoring run in the first quarter,
teams will be running four added a I2-yard pass to Sammy
miles.
Anderson for .a TD in the last
Top 10
period. The only other Golden
1. Rose
WKU
27:52 Eagle TD was an 11-yard pass
2. Torres
MSU
28:01 from Mike Derrossett to Ron
3. Findler
28:42 Humphrey.
EKU
29:03
MSU
4. Fullarton
Dependable, deadly Butch
5. Sturt
29:04 Gentry - the, conference's ofMS41
6. Harvey
MSU
29:07 fensive player of the week last
7. Monroe
29:10 week - booted field goals of 44,
WKU
8. Slezack
AP
29:19 23 and 36 yards to close out the
9. Pontrich
29:24 Tech scoring. Dick Herron had
10. Moreno
WKU
29:28 a 35-yarder for Western.

Murray State Wins
Bowling Green Meet
By MIKE BRANQQN
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Placing four men in the top
six, the Murray State cross
country team won the Western
Kentucky Invitational Saturday
at Bowling Green. Murray
scored 42 points in winning the
seven team meet.
Three weeks ago at the
Owensboro
Invitational,
Murray was fifth in a nine team
meet and finished behind
conference rivals, Morehead,
Eastern Kentucky and Western
Kentucky.
• Western finished second
Saturday with 62 points while
Eastern was a close third with
67. Morehead had 76 while
Cumberland College was 134
and Austin Peay 142. Tennessee
Tech finished last with 173
points. The University of
Louisville ran only four men
and thus did not have a team
score.
Nick Rose of Western took the
lead early in the meet and held
off a challenge by Murray's
Sam Torres to take individual
honors. Rose finished with a
27:52 while Torres was 28:01.
Tom,Findler was third with a
28:42 for Eastern.
Murray claimed fourth,
fifth and sixth- as Greg
Fullarton, Dennis Stunt and
Rod Harvey ran together
throughout the six mile ,
course.
Murray's fifth man was
Randy Norris who turned in a
30:39. Also placing for the
Racers were John Calbach in
32nd and Stan Thompson in 41st
place.
"We obviously
showed
remendous improvement,"
Racer coach Bill Cornell said.
"I feel that our timing is coming
along just right," added Cornell.
The victory in the WKU Invitational marks the second
year in a row the Racers have
won the event. Last year
Murray won the meet with 28
points.
Fans will get the opportunity
to see Rose and Torres battle
again Saturday morning at 11
a.m. .when Murray hosts

r
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Thoroughbreds Go For Broke, Lose
To Middle Tennessee 14-13 Saturday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
A tie isn't going to be very
beneficial to a team that is in
the basement of a conference
race. With this in mind, Coach
Bill Ferguson and his Murray
State Thoroughbreds went for
broke Saturday night at Cutchin
Stadium and lost.
Quarterback Mike Hobie's
breath-taking 35 yard scoring
pass to Don Clayton on the last
play of the game cut the Middle
Tennessee lead to 14-13. Instead
of trying for the PAT to tie the
score, the Racers gambled for
the two point conversion and the
win.
Expecting a run from
tailback George Greenfield, the
Blue Raiders watched Hobbie's
conversion pass skip off of the
fingertips of Jim Engle and the
Middle Tennessee conference
hopes were kept alive with the
14-13 win.
Middle's freshman runningback David Fritts, starting
in his first game of the season,
was one of the keys for the Blue
Raiders' victory. Fritts rushed
for 123 yards in an outstanding
display of power and agility.
It was Fritts who started the
Blue Radiers' first seeing
drive in the first period of
On the first play'of the second
series in the opening period,

Fritts carried 37 yards from the
Raider 28 across midfield and
down to the Murray 35.
Seven plays later Fritts
capped the scoring march by
going over from two yards out.
Arrington's PAT was good and
Middle had a 7-0 lead.
Early in the second period the
Raiders began their second
drive to paydirt. On a first and
10 play from the Middle 38,
Rohrdanz completed a 35 yard
pass to his flanker, Blankenship. Six plays later the OVC'S
leading
scorer,
Mel
Daniels, carried the ball over
from the one and with the PAT
the Blue Raiders had a 14-0
lead.
Greenfield returned the
following kickoff 27 yards to the
hlurray 38 where the .Racers
started their first threat of the
evening. Two passes from
Hobbie to Galtney and ground
gains by
Marshall and
Greenfield carried the Racers
down to the Middle 23.
On a third and seven play
from the 23, Bob Marshall went
off right tackle and scampered
into the end zone for the Murray
TO. The PAT by Meyers cut the
Middle lead in half at 14-7..
Late in the second period,
after the Racer defense refused
to give up any ground, Murray
began another drive. A 24 yard

U Of I Moves Into Second In
Missouri Valley Conference
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The University of Louisville
has moved into the second spot
in the Missouri Valley Conference with its 56-6 whipping of
North Texas State on Louisville's home turf Saturday.
"We were seething inside,"
said Louisville Coach Lee Corso, "I guess because of what
happened-last year. --People
may not have realized how
much that game meant to us. I
guess they can see now."
What happened last year was
a 20-17 upset by North Texas
that cost the Louisville team
the MVC championship and a
bid for the Pasadena Bowl.
The Cardinals were thorough
in revenge, holding the Texas
team to one touchdown, in the
third quarter, as Charlie Johnson charged two yards for a
score.
Meanwhile, Louisville quarterback John Madeya completed 12 of 23 passed for 123
yards and three touchdowns.
The TD throws pushed Madeya
to within two scoring throws of
j3altimore quarterback Johnny
Unitas's record 27 while at U of
L.
As soon as the rout became
apparent. Corso cleaned the
bench

"I played all of the 75 kids Tennessee and Eastern Ken- touchdown in the fourth quarter
we had dressed," he said. "At tucky University lost to Central to give Centre a come-from-beone time we had two No. His in Michigan 21-14.
hind victory over Sewanee.
the game, and we had to get
Burse's run came on the firs'.
At Sewanee, Tenn., Centre
one of them out of there beplay from scrimmage after a
University
the
of
downed
the
cause that's against the rules.
Sewanee punt that left Centre
South
Tech
Tennessee
14-7.
And
This was a big win for us,
on its own 21. Sewanee scored
mainly because it was the con- took sole possession of the OVC on a 8-yard run by Gary Sims
lead with a 30-10 win over Wesference opener."
'in the second period, but fumtern Kentucky.
Louisville,
trailing
only
bled three times to forfeit later
Western, which had been tied scoring
Drake in the MVC, has a 4-0
opportunities.
season record and is 1-0 in con- with Tennessee Tech for theIn
next
week's play, Kenlead,
dropped to fourth
ference play. North Texas OVC
tucky travels to Louisiana
dropped to 0-5 overall and 0-3 in spot in the conference with a .
1 record in OVC play and a 3-2 State; Louisville's at Wichita;
conference play.
Eastern and Western meet for
At Chapel Hill, N.C., the Ken- record overall.
an OVC game; Tennessee Tech
tucky Wildcats fell 31-20 to the
Tech rolled up a 17-0 lead in travels to Morehead; Murray
North Carolina Tar Heels. The
the first -quarter of Saturday's entertains East Tennessee in
an
Kentucky team, now 2-3 for the
meeting before Western came OVC game; Centre entertains
season, is in the sixth slot in
back with a 31-yard field goal
the Southeast Conference stand- by Dick Harrison in the second Hampden-Sydney; Georgetown
hosts Millsaps, and Kentucky
ings.
period. Western got its only TD
Kentucky scored on runs by in the third quarter on a 13- State travels to South Carolina
State.
Gary Knutson, Alfred Collins
yard pass to Porter Williams.
and Arvel Carroll, but the Tar Tech scored ten more points in
Heels, led by tailback Oglesby, the final quarter to seal- the
scored in every quarter to outcome.
clinch the victory.
At Georgetown, Mars Hill
In other Kentucky college quarterback Danny Robinson
football action, Georgetown (0- threw for 319 yards and one
4i took a 34-7 whipping by Mars touchdown to lead the North
Hill; Murray (1-4 overall and 0- Carolina team past George3 in Ohio Valley Conference town. The home team fumbled
play) failed in a dramatic five times in the first quarter,
after-the-gun conversion at- but gained its only score of the
tempt to lose 14-13 to Middle day in that period as Steve
Johnson broke loose for 80
yards and the TD.

Los Angeles Manages 95-83 Win
Over Cleveland Team On Sunday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The champion Los Angeles
takers are having problems in
the National Basketball Association these days.
Beaten by the Boston Celtics
on Friday and by the New York
Knicks on Saturday, they managed a 95-83 victory over Cleveland Sunday in their third road
game in as many nights.
But it wasn't easy. The Cavaliers wiped out a 23-point defi=
cif for a 71-71 tie lit-the ,last
quarter before the'Lagerswent
on to win.
"If we could have played two
halves like we did in the second
we could have won this game,".
commented Cleveland Coach
Bill Fitch.
Jerry West and Happy Hairston threw in key baskets as
the Lakers pulled ahead again.
West was.high with 31 points.
Hairstim 'sebrecl 21 and pulled
down 26 rebounds for a Cleve- ---...iand_Arena record. ._ _
.._
I Wilt Chamberlain scored only
- - -'. six points while getting 15
rebounds. Austin Carr led the
C,avs with 26 points.
Atlanta whipped the New
York Knicks 109-101 and Phoe-
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nix downed Baltimore 107-98 in Diego with 24 points. Steve
Sunday's other NBA games.
Jones WaSlitghtfor Dallas with
San Diego edged Dallas 106- 25.
104 in the only American BasIn the NBA Saturday night, it
ketball Association game seised- was New York over Los Angeuled.
les 125-100, Houston over BufLou Hudson and Pete-- -Mara- falo 121-113, Kansas Cityvial combined for 60 points as Omaha- over Detroit 113-101,
the Hawks handed the Knicks Boston over Chicago 9648,
their first defeat of the season Phoenix over Portland 124-120
in Atlanta's new sports facility, and Milwaukee over Golden
the Omni.
State 81-77. Hudson scored 32 points and
In the ABA, it was Carolina
Maravich 28. Nine of their over the New York Nets 126-78,
poinfs
in the last two Kentucky over Virginia 130-110,
ites to hold off a late Knick San Diego over Memphis 135rally. Bill Bradley and Dave 118, Denver over Indiana 96-90
DeBusschere each scored 21 for and Utah over Dallas 106-90.
New York.
Neal Walk scored 27 points
and grabbed 21 rebounds to Pro-Celebrity
lead (he Suns over the Bullets.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP)
He scored several key baskets Bob Goalby, the 1968 Masters
to hold off the Bullets, who champ,shot a four-under-par 68
erased a 20-point deficit late in Sunday to win the professional
the game. Wes Unseld and Phil title in the annual Music City
Chenier each threw in 22 points Pro-Celebrity golf tournament
for Baltimore.
with a 36-hole total Af 135.
The Conquistadors beat DalGoalby's two-day total around
las in the ABA in the last nine , the new Crockett Springs Naseconds when Gene Moore stole tionatGolf Course was nine-unColis Jones' inbound pass at der par, three shots better than
midcourt and drove in for a Bobby Greenwood of Cookelay-up. Jerry Chambers led San ville, Tenn.

pass from Hobbie to Farrell Murray 42 sailed into the. end
carried the Racers from zone, the Raiders took over
midfield down to the Middle 26. from their 20. The defense held
Four plays later, on a fourth and Murray got the ball back
and sixth from the 22,.Meyers with only 58 seconds remaining.
field goal attempt went wide.
On a fourth and 12 from the
But an off sides penalty on, Murray 36, a 19 yard pass from
Middle 'nullified the play and Robbie to Farrell moved the
the RaCers Were faced with a ball to the Middle 45. On the
fourth and two from the 17.
next play, Hobble hit Votaw
After Greenfield had picked with a 10 yard pass and moved
up three yards, a Hobbie pass , the ball to the 35 to set up the
was intercepted by Witherspoon final play of the game with two
and the Murray scoring threat seconds remaining.
was thwarted seconds before ' Middle Tennessee gained 238
the half ended.
yards on the ground and 11-20
Only one time in the third passes netted 176 yards for a
quarter did Middle pose any total yardage of 414. Murray
threat. The Raiders used passes had 169 rushing and 114 passing
of 21 and 29 yards plus small for a total offensive yardage of
ground gains to move to the 283.
Murray five. But on a second
Individual statistics found
and goal play, Daniels fumbled
and Murray's Adrian Wolfe
recovered.
Early in the final period, after
marching 50 yards, The Blue
Raiders attempted a field goal
from the Murray 10. But on the
bad snap, Tom Johnson got a
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.,- Joe
hand on the boot and the threat
Keeslar of Almo swept the
ended in a block.
Murray was able to move into honors in the Kaintuck TerriRaider territory only one more tory October Fair rifle match
time before the final hectic last weekend.
Members of the Kaintuck
series of plays. A 31 yard gain
Muzzle Loaders competed in the
by Greenfield carried Murray
to the Raider 23 but a 15 yard novelty and tompetitive - marksmanship shoots with flintlock
clipping penalty on the play
percussion rifles and pistols
moved Murray back to the 38. and
and Keeslar won all four events.
Murray was unable to penetrate
The competitive targets were
any farther into Raider
bulls-eyes from distances of 25
territory.
and 50 yards while the novelty
With less than three minutes targets included small blocks of
remaining in the game, after wood, charcoal brickettes, clay
Cantrell's punt from the pigeons and corncob pipes. Al'

Murray's Greenfield with 86
yards while Bob Marshall
amassed 67 in 10 carries. Fritts
led Middle in rushing 123 in 19
carries.
Chuck Cantrell punted 10
times in the game for Murray
for an average of 43.4. Cantrell's longest punt soared 63
yards.
Defensive stats found Bill
Fryer leading in tackles with 11
while Paul Coltharp and Jerry
Stanley had nine unassisted
tackles.
East Tennessee will provide
the 2 p.m. opposition_ for
Homecoming
Murray's
Saturday at Cutchin Stadium.
Last year the Racers and the
Bucaneers played to a 6-6
standoff at Johnson City.

Keeslar Sweeps Awards

At Flintlock Contest
shooting was off-hand.
Keeslar was tops with thc
rifle at both 25 and 50 yards
and won the pistol shoot from a
yards as well as the trophy foi
the highest aggregate score witl
the rifle.
David Council . was secone
with the rifle from 25 yards anc.
Jack Perry was third. Pen}
was seeond from 50 yards as
well as over-all. John Bugden
fittished third with the rifle al
50 yards and in aggregate score.
Council and Perry also finished second and third respectively with the pistol.

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Tomorrow, is the day! Come on in,
filler up at the ASTRO and we will wash your
car Shiny Bright • .. and the Wash is on us!
That's right„. FREE!

Racers 1
Baseball

By MIKE BRAND
Ledger & Times Sports
Murray State moved
place in the Western I t
the Ohio Valley C.
baseball race by slA
double-header from
Kentucky Saturday
defeated their hosts
opener behind the
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U.S. Olympic tea
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* STANDARD OK PRODUCTS----*
* CHEVRON GAS *

Astro Car Wash
1002 Chestnut Street

Free Self-Service Vacuum, Too!!

Cl

Drycleaning SPECIAL
SLACKS
SKIRTS
PANTS
SWEATERS

Mars Hill's Jeff David gained
39 yards in five carries and
scored two touchdowns from
the two and five yard lines.
Steve Durham rolled up 107
yards to lead Mars Hill on the
ground.
At Murray, the Racers failed
on a two-point conversion attempt after the final gun had
sounded en route to their onepoint loss to Middle Tennessee
in an OVC game. Murray quarterback Mike Hobbie hit Don
Clayton with a 35-yard scoring
pass as the final gun went off
to put the score at 14-13. But
Hobbie's pass for the extra
point-with no time showing on
the clock-was batted down.

ailivrts
Laundered to Perfection
SPA

49

5
for

PA
PA
PA

Folded or on Hangers

Middle is now 1-1-1 in the
OVC and 4-1-1 overall, while
Murray stands at 0-3 In the
OVC and 1-4 overall.
At Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Central Michigan scored twice in
about 90 seconds in the second
period to pull ahead by two
THs before Eastern Kentucky
could get on the board. Central
Michigan scored, then recovered.a loose ball on the Kentucly 20 to roll up the score.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

A new c
All the ,
Dustei
and slot

Central Shopping Center

Eastern's Colonels were nearly, equal in the statistics,
trailing the Michigan total by
only 12.
Centre's Ray Ffurse broke
loose for 7t yards and a

Alet

Operiltlikm.-6 p.m.
•••

••

Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRUMMED by PROFESSIONALS
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Racers Take Over First In OVC
Baseball With Twinbill Sweep
11y MIKE IS
Ledger & Times Sportswriter

Murray State moved into first
place in the Western Division of
the Ohio Valley Conference
baseball race by sweeping a
double-header from Western
Kentucky Saturday. Murray
defeated their hosts 2-0 in the
opener behind the four hit
pitching of Jerry Weaver while
Russell Peach turned back the
Hilltoppers 9-3 in the nightcap.
Bob Mantooth opened the
seventh inning of the first game
by drawing a walk. Mantooth
went to second on a sacrafice by
catcher Bob Andzel and scored
the first run of the. gape when
Murray High graduate Johnny
Rayburn smacked a single to
left.
-Steve Coulson's third hit of

• with 86
Marshall
ries. Fritts
g 123 in 19
punted 10
for Murray
43.4. Cansoared 63
found Bill
kles with 11
p and Jerry
unassisted
will provide
osition for
mecorning
in Stadium.
cers and the
to a 6-6
n City.

the game moved Rayburn to
second and then a double by
Steve Barrett sent Rayburn in
with the second run of the game.
Weaver, a hard throwing
senior southpaw, gave up only
four hits while fanning 11.
Weaver had pinpoint control on
the mound as the ace of the
'Breds' pitching staff did not
yield_ a walk.
Coulson was 3-3 at the plate
with a triple and a walk.
Rayburn, Barrett, Mantooth
and Mike Bono also added hits.
A five run explosion in the
third inning brought Nturray the
victory in the second game.
Howland led off with a single
and scored on a triple by
Coulson. Barrett followed with a
single to score Coulson.
After Weisman and Bono had
popped up, Leon Wurth con-

tamed the rally by slamming a
triple to bring in Barrett. Wurth
scored on a double by Richie
White and a single by Richard
Bieterman sent in White with
the fifth run of the inning. .
Coulson had three hits in the
game, including a triple and a
double. Howland had two hits as
did Barrett and Wurth. Peach,
Weisman and Bieterman also
hit safely.
Peach gave up two earned
runs on 10 hits, five of which
were infield singles. Peaeh
fanned six and issued three
passes in going the distance for
his second win of the fall season-.
Friday
Coach
Johnny
Reagan's 'Breds' will be at
Middle Tennessee - for a
doubleheader beginning at 1
p.m. Middle. after splitting a
pair with Austin Peay Saturday,
is 1-3 in the divisional race while
Western and Austin PeaY"are 22, one game behind Murray.
The fall season ends Friday
and the divisional race will
continue next spring, with the
York blanked Philadelphia 5-0, champions of the two divisions
Cleveland stopped Ottawa 7-5, meeting for the OVC ChamLos Angeles beat Houston 5-1 pionship in May.
and Alberta downed Winnipeg
5-2.
Goalie Pete Donnelly blocked
all 29 shots by the Philadelphia
Blazers. New York's scores
came from Wayne Rivers and
Ron Ward in the first period,
Bobby Sheehan and Brian Perry in the second and Brian
By ED SHEARER .
Morenz in the third. '
Associated Press Sports Writer
, J.P. LeBlanc slammed in two
Third-ranked Alabama, drivgoals in just over one minute
ing
toward a Nov. 11 showdown
for Los Angeles. The Sharks
got a .3-1 first period lead on with No. 8 Louisiana State,
Steve Sutherland's shot and faces its sternest test to date
Houston scored its lone goal by Saturday when the Crimson
Tide collides with Tennessee in
Duke Harris.
this week's Southeastern ConCleveland's unbeaten team
got three goals from Joe Hardy ference headliner.
Alabama logged its fifth victo win its third straight. Ottory of the year. four in SEC
tawa, 0-3, got two goals from
competition, with a 24-7 conWayne Carelton.
Bill Hicke and Ed Joyle cast of Elorida_last Saturday
scored goals in the third period while 1SU launched its conferby blasting Auto clinch a victors' for Alberta. ence campaign
behind a sparking
The Oilers grabbed a 2-0 lead burn 35-7
performance by quarterback
on goals by Roger Cote and Val
Bert Jones.
Fonteyne. Chris Bordeleau
Tennessee, once beaten in
tallied his sixth goal in three
five outings and one of the pregames for Winnipeg.

Minnesota Wins In
First WPM Contese

ards

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The
Minnesota
Fighting
Saints turned to a former
Olympic goalie and a former
University of Minnesota star to
help them win their first game
in the new World Hockey Association.
Mike Antonovich, who passed
yp hia senior year to play pro
hockey, "scored the deciding
goal Sunday in the Fighting
Saints' 3-2 victory over the Chicago Cougars. Goalie Jack
McCartan, who led the 1960
U.S. Olympic team to the gold
'medal. turned aside 30 shots.
including 14 in the-final period
to preserve the victory.
The Saints got a 2-1 lead in
the first period on scores by
Mel Pearson and Billy Klatt.
Bob Sicinski collected a goal
for the Cougars, who moved
into a tie in the middle period
on Bobby Whitlock's goal.
The 20-year-old Antonovich
scored the winner in a
scramble i front of the Cougars' net at 12:22 of the third
period. Minnesota is now 1-1
while Chicago is 0-2.
In other WHA games, New

and.
ops with thi
and 50 yards
shoot from 2;
the trophy tot
gate score wit}
. was seconc
m 25 yards enc.
third. Perry
50 yards at...
John Bugden
th the rifle al
ggregate score.
erry also finishird respective01.
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Oakland Returns Home With 2-0Lead; Anderson 'Close' To Panic
By KEN RAPPOPORT . manager, o as naturally happy
Associated Press Sports Writer about taking a commanding
OAKLAND API — The Oak- lead back to his cozy home
land A's were home today with park, but he is an uneasy fronta 2-0 lead in the 1972 World runner in the best-of-seven
Series with hopes of polishing series.
off the Cincinnati Reds with the
"We'd had sonic outstanding
same combination of pitching, pitching, sure," said Williams.
is.oer and fielding expertise "But, heck, they've hit some
balls real hard and we've had
that won the first two games.
to come up with good fielding
Gene Tenace's slugging and
plays to stop the Reds.•'
-Vida Blue's 'golden arm in reStanding-room-only crowds
lief won the opener of the baseball classic 3-2 in Cincinnati for the first two games—inSaturday. And the upstart A's cluding a Riverfront Stadium
made it two straight Sunday record 53,224 Sunday—Saw the
with a 2-1 triumph behind Jim kind of baseball Williams was
Hunter's right-handed brilliance talking about.
and a sparkling defense, •
They didn'thave too much to
•I'm not ready to panic yet," cheer about, though, because
said Cincinnati Manager Spar- the A's took an early lead on
kT Anderson, whose National Hunter's run-scoring single inLeague team was favored to the second inning and Joe
beat the American League Rudi's bases-empty home run
champs. -I'm close, though." in the third off Cincinnati startDick Williams. the Oakland er Ross Grimsley.

season title contenders,,enjoyedan open date, getting two
weeks to prepare for the awesome Tide which had thundered
to 16 straight Lregular'season
victories.
ISU, which extended its longest-in-the-nation winning streak.
to nine games, must now prepare for Kentucky, a club that
traditionally gives the Bayou
Bengals trouble.
Other SEC action this week.
sends GeorgiaTech to Auburn,
Florida to Mississippi. Vanderbilt to Georgia and Southern
Mississippi to Mississippi State.
The independent slate has
Colorado State at Florida State,
Houston at Miami. Drake at
Tampa and Tulane at West Vir-

INTRODUCING
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
1973

uum, Tool!

PLYMOUTH SATELLITE '73.
BUILT TO BE SEEN. NOT
HEARD.
-411111111
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Take a terrific look ir
mid-sole car, give it a brand,new soundproofing treatment, and you
not only got the most beautiful but the quietest Satellite ever built

FAA

ection
SPACE DUSTER
PART COUPE.
PART WAGON.
PART MAGIC.

Extra
Care In
Engineering

NEW YORKER '73.
The car changed.
The idea didn't.

Corning
Through
For You.
A new concept in Plymouth economy,
All the great features of the regular
Duster, plus new told•down rear seat,
and sliding sun roof options

AUTSCIASZEO DEALERS

CHRYSLER
*MOM COAPCIOnalt

The Chrysler heritage of great engineering
innovation lives on in the new 1973
Chrysler New'Yorker.

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
Phone 753-1372

301 S. 4th Street

_

ginia.
Georgia was Victorious in the
only other league game Saturday, erasing a 13-0 deficit to
trim Mississippi 14-13 in the
afternoon half of a- doubleheader at Jackson. Florida
State tripped Mississippi State
25-21 in the nightcap. Meanwhile, Vanderbilt outslugged
William and Mary 21-17 and
North Carolina beat Kentucky
"
31-20.
Miami,beat Tulane 24-21 on a
controversial fifth down
touchdown vass in the closing
minutes. Southern Mississippi
ripped Richmond 34-9 and
Tampa blasted Southern Illinois
44-0,.
Jones scored one toilehdown
and connected with wide receiver Gerald Keigley for three
more scores as he equaled the
ISU career mark for TO
passes held at 23 by Y. A.
Tittle. The scoring passes covered 19, 19 and 27 yards, the
last coming with a defender
draped across Jones' back.
Jones drove the Tigers to
touchdowns on their first two
posse-sstonsolle hit on--14
passes for 179 yards and rushed
for 61 more on eight carries.
ISU thus joined Alabama as
the only unbeatens in the Southeast, each sporting 5-0 marks.
Terry Davis put the crusher
to Florida when he engineered
an 84-yard drive in the third period, scoring from the four as
Alabama pulled away from a
10-7 halftime lead. Nat Moore
scored on a 60-yard run, and
gained 108 yards for the Gators.
Georgia nudged Ole Miss on
Andy Johnson's one-yard scoring run in the final period.
James Ray had connected with
Hal Bissell on a 74-yard
touchdown pass play in the second quarter.

lludi clutched the baseball at
the tip of his glove, supported
himself and fired a bullet back
into the infield. The relay almost nailed Perez, who strayed
far off first.
it was plainly the play of the
game, although the A's had another gem for the Oakland fans
to savor when Mike Hegan, defensive replacement at first
base, knocked down Cesar
Germinimo's line drive for the
second out of the inning.
• Williams'said-that Ruth's was
the best catch he'd ever seen in
a World Series game, giving it
a better rating than Willie
Mays' much-publicized catch of
a ball hit by Vic Wertz in the

Box Scores
OAKLAND

GAME 2
•.

Campnris ss
MAlou rf
Rudi If
Epstein lb
Lewis-pr
Hegan lb
Ban& 36- .
Hendrick cf'
Tenace e
DGreen 2b
Hunter p
Fingers p

ab r hbi
5 0 1 0
4 0 1
3 1 2
20 0
00 0
1 0 0
40 1 0
4 1 1
4.0 0
4 0 2
30 1
00 0

1954 classic.
The game was still in doubt
though, because the Reds had a
runner on second base after
Megan's diving stop of Geroninio's knee-high drive to his
right.
Hal McRae hit the fourth
straight shot off Hunter, a
single that drove home Perez
with the Cincinnati run. It
brought the whooping fans to
their feet and also stirred Williams from the dugout. He wanted Rollie Fingers to pitch to
pinch-hitter Julian Javier.
Oakland's fine reliever reaired Javier on a harmless foul
ball to Megan. The reserve first
baseman clutched the ball and
hugged it to his chest while the
A's rallied around Fingers and
pumped hands. The scene was
similar on Saturday when the
American League champions
beat the favored National Leag-.

uers with the same type of • --•
baseball,
ri
lenace. who only hit fiv
home runs all season, hit to.
and drove in three runs in the,
opener. His first homer gave o
the visitors a 2-0 lead. Tenace
then belted a line-hugging drive d
into the left field seats to break.a
a 2-2 tie.
ii
Anderson, hoping to reverse...
the trend, will start Jack Billingham- against John -Blue
Moon" Odom in the third game ,
of the Series at the Oakland COliseum Tuesday night. Don Gui- tt
lett was naintd by Anderson ti
oppose Ken Holtzman in the — fourth game. The fifth gamei
will also be played in Oakland,
if needed, and the sixth and
seventh will go back to Cincinnati next weekend if necessary.
]
All games in Oakland start at
8:30 p.m., EDT. All will be
televised nationally.

DUNN'S TV,
FURNITURE and
APPLIANCE

34 2 9_ 2

Total
CINCINNATI

ab r. hbi
40 1 0
4 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
30 1 0
3 1 2 0
4 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
i 0 1 0
• 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
—70
-0
4 0 0 0

Rose If
Morgan 2b
Tolan cf
Bench c
TPerez lb
Menke 3b
Geronimo rf
Chaney ss
McFtae ph
Concepcn pr
Grimsley p
Uhlandr ph
Borbon p
Hall p
Javier ph
Total

33 1 6 1

Oakland
011 000 000-2
Cincinnati
000 000 001-1
E—Hunter, Epstein. DP—
Oakland 1, Cincinnati 1, LOB—
Oakland 8, Cincinnati 8. 2B—
Uhlaender. HR—Rudi lb. SES—
Morgan, M. Alou.
IP .H.RERBBSO
Hunter tW,1-0 82-36 1 1 3 6
Fingers
1-30 0 0 0 0
Grimsley 11,0-1) 5 6 2 2 0 1
Bort:Kin
2 000 1 4
'Hall
2 300 22
Save—Fingers' lt. T--2:26.
A-53,244.• oo

Smith Leads ti.S. To.
Davis Cup Victory
By ENRICO JACOMINI
BIJCHAREST iAPt — Stan'
Smith led the United States to
victory in the 17aVI5 CUP for the
fifth straight year and then
said it might be his last appearance in the -tennis
tournament.
"I am overwhelmed by my
victory here," the big star from
nnt.

THAT'S THE JOY OF
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH.

A

Hunter. the A's ace, protected that 2-0 lead until the
ninth when the home team
gave its fans some action. Tony
Perez opened the final inning
with a hard single to left center. then Denis Menke launched
a tremendous drive that Rudi
collared while leaping and
banging into the left field wall,

Alabama To Face Sternest Test
In Tennessee Meeting Saturday.

Now, at Taylor Motors, Inc.

n usi
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are the -best in your sport. I
hope the U.S. Federation can
work out a suitable' program
for next year."
. Smith said this referred only
to Financial problems.
Smith said his immediate
plans were Iii leave the Army
in a few weeks and then take a
long rest. •
ter winning - bOth singles
against Ilie as ase
Tirlac and starring with Erik
in_ the_ US. doubles
triumph. Smith emerged as the
No. 1 man in 1972 tennis.

after beating lon-Tiriac 4-6, 6-2,
6-4, 2-6. 6-0 and pacing the
Arne,icaos to a 3-2 stietary_ovor
Romania in the final.
"Rut if the format of the
Davis Cup is not changed next
year I just cannot see myself ' -I should be extremely happy, but I am also upset. I'd
doing it again.
"I figure the four U.S. play- rather never be in this situation
ers involved in the Davis Cup ,again. The Romanian crowd
for the American team this did not bother me but the line
year have potentially lost $150,- judges did. 11 was the worst of000 in tournanient money. That ficiating I have ever had,"
Smith said.
is big money."
Smith, however, said it would
Smiths VkUoltrwv*r Tiriac
be very sad if he leaves the gave the Americans a decisive
U.S. team.
3-1 lead. Nastase, who had
"I am an avid backer of the failed wilier to find his winDavis Cup. It gives you a feel- nine
pulled one back for
ing those who have not been in Romania by downing Torn Gorit cannot understand. It •is like man'of Seattle, Wash, 6-1 6-2
competing in the dlyrnpics, you 57 10-8. o

SUPERSAVINGS
QUALITY
1973 TV &
STEREO
CONSOLE STEREO
WITH BUILT-IN 8 TRACK

Model 1<5693 The Cordova
Fine furniture stveo of Cat,
FM AM, FM stereo, autorn

In Spanish
••ti changer

SWUM
POCKET
RADIO

—12 inch TV

univ

$0088
17P47

DUNN's TV, FURNITURE

and APPLIANCE
Hours: 8-8 Mon. thru Sat

1-6:30 Sunday

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
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SHOPLIFTING MANIA

Visit Indiana
And See Paris

-sae-

Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist
Announces the

Opening
of his office in
Bel-Afr Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

Closed All Day Thursday

rapidly on the rise, partially,„ items and attempts to make his
according to detective Paul getaway.
What is done with the merNowatka of a suburban Los Angeles police department, be- chandise once it is stolen? Accause of the rising numbers of cording to Nowatka, the recnarcotics addicts becoming in- ords are bought by seemingly
legitimate record stores and
volved.
-We've always had petty sold .to consumers as fabulous
shoplifters," Nowatka says. specials or sale items.
The stolen cigarettes are dis-We've had occasional kleptomaniacs and other small- posed of in much the same way.
time artists but no one ever They're purchased by small
liquor stores for $1.75 to $2 per
really felt they'd lose too much
from these people. What's carton and sold at retail price.
Doubleknit clothing accordreally hurting us now is the
growing number of narcotics ing to Nowatka, has two basic
addicts using large thefts to outlets. The first is through
swap meets and flea markets.
support their habits.
"The stuff is pushed there
"One typical way of lifting
with the store labels and brand
things is to go into a record
store with a jacket or coat over names removed," Nowatka
an arm. The thief then slips up says. "there's virtually no way
to 50 record albums under the of tracing it."
lie says the second method of
coat.
"Another popular method is disposing of shoplifted clothing
to go into a large discount is by selling it into the back
store and pick up one of those 40 door of a small retail clothing
or 50-gallon plastic trash con- store. "The store then resells
these goods at sale prices," Notainers.
•The shoplifter takes the watka says, "sometimes for'
container to the men's clothing half of what the merchandise is
department and stuffs it full of actually worth."
It's bad enough that, merdoubleknit pants and suits and
walks right out the store's door. chants must stand the losses of
They're so brazen about it'no shoplifting.
But worse yet, they don't
one suspects they're stealing.
After all, there's no store bag stand it alone. The public helps
big enough to fit over the trash pick up the tab. '
can and no one thinks to look inNext: Department stores
side."
Nowatka says another par- crack down.
ticularly brazen method of
shoplifting is for three people to
Slut to do 'til
drive to the front door of a
the freezer's fixed
CONCORD. Mass. 1UPII
supermarket. One person stays
— If your home freezer stops
in the car while his companions
working. try to determine how
carry shopping bags to the ciglong the current will be off or
arette display. area. They fill
the freezer may be out of order
the bags with cigarette cartons
to determine how to deal with
and run from the store, jump in
the food inside.
the car and drive away. Loss in
The Middlesex Count)
such a theft can easily reach •Extension Service advises that
$200.
if the freezer is closed, food
Other kinds of shoplifting are normally will stay frozen for
done with booster bags or boxes two days in a fully loaded unit.
boxegor bags with inner but not more than a day in a
—
compartments and spring- half-filled freezer.
To help head off potential
loaded doors which the thief trouble
when the freezer
uses to quickly conceal his item off. know where you cangoes
get
-- and booster bloomers, loose- dry ice and find out—perhaps
fitting pant-like affairs worn from a neighbor—where you
wider a skirt or long coat. The might put the food in
, thief stuffs the bloomers with emergency. the service say's.

COUPON SAVINGS

Great
knit care.
Far the
knits you
wear.
•

A

I

A
•

No one knows today's knits,
blends and exotic fibers like
your Sanitone Drycleaner.
That's us.
We're well schooled in the
gentle art of caring for and
treating your finest fabrics.
So you'll always look great.
And your knits and blends
will always be fresh, clean,
trouble free. And last longer.

•

.•

•
•

Sandone
(crafted kiosk. Ilrycleone•

•

Truck sale battle
now in full swing

Department stores
lose millions in thefts

INDIANAPOLIS. Ind
111P — An economy-mindtourist might consider a
p to Indiana where a-vanety
Editor's Note: Shoplifting is
c exotic names could be visited becoming a crime of lower,
tween Lake Michigan and the'maddle and upper classes. This
in River
Is the first of a hvo-part series
There exist. tor instance. the about what is being done to
°osier communities of Cairo. stem the tide.
ans. Dublin. and Shanghai.
A visitor might not care to
By JON THOMPSON
te Gary's steel mills. the Civil
Copley News Service
1:ar sites made famous by Morfn)s Raiders or the southern
Small television sets and
ills where Lincoln once other small electrical applinamed.
ances. Cigarettes worth hunBut he could travel but a tow dreds of dollars or 40 to 50 recules to learn why Indiana ord albums at a time. More
liwns would give themselves than $400 worth of men's
Inch names as Aroma. Gnaw doubleknit clothing at one
ione. Fickle and Zipp
swoop.
Those are authentic4ndiana
Lasses of such items as these
*lace names. as are Paragon
will probably total more than $1
Ilear Wallow. Popcorn. Sas- million
this year in any city; inafras, Cyclone and two Pumpdeed, last year the city of Los
in Centers.
Angeles recorded nearly $150
Early seitiers ot British ,ankestry named Indiana cities and million, approximately $30 per
owns Bedford. Brighton, Bris- resident, in such losses.
The name of the game' Shopol. Aberdeen. Dublin. Eaton.
valmouth. Richmond. Rugby, lifting — and it is indeed a big
game.
uhnymede and Somerset
A rash of shoplifting cases
Later arnvalk imported the
ames of Antioch. Athens. Bre- during the Christmas holiday
en. Cadiz. Cairo. Denmark. season is all but expected these
aris', Pekin. Rome. Sev- days but the problem now is
stopol. Shanghai. Smyrna . Syr- that in the middle of the summer incidents of shoplifting are
a and Warsaw

ed in VOGUE,
As advertis
BAZAAR,
GLAMOUR,HARPERS
MADEMOISELLE, ESQUIRE,
ILLUSTRATED.
and SPORTS
.
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BOONE'S
Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested in You"

Men's or Ladies 2-Piece Pant

SUITS
Reg. '1.60 ea.

99

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Oct. 31, 1972

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

SWEATERS &
SKIRTS
ea. 69e
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Oct. 31, 1972

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

LONG COATS
— Plain —

ea.

99,,c

Bring any dumber. You 'oust present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Oct. 31, 1972

COUPON SAVINGS

S
— HIRTS
LAUNDERED

4

for

99e

-Bring any. number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Oct. 31, 1972

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

DETROIT — If someone
had made a bet with roe ten
years ago that the pickup
truck would enjoy the popularity that it does today, I
would probably have given
the fellow odds.
Now I'm glad I didn't.
The metamorphosis began
about seven years ago when
the autornakers began offering snazzy trim and option
packages so that mom
wouldn't feel too funny rolling
down to the supermarket on
Saturday mornings.
Now the battle for truck
sales is in full swing. Datsun's
mighty "Lil Hustler" is still
king of the import hill by a
wide margin. Other imports
like the Toyota Hiluz — all
new for 1973 — and the Chevy
Luv and Ford Courier are doing relatively well. But catching up to Datsun will be impossible.
The domestic trucks are
selling like hotcakes too. Ford
Division's general manager,
John B. Naughton, says that
this year 11973) one in three
sales by Ford dealers will be
trucks. Ten years ago the ratio was one ID seven.
And according to Dodge
truck operations general
manager George F. Butts,
light trucks are currently outselling intermediate cars.
Today the truck market is
all as competitive as the car
market. Dodge hit the market
last year with an all-new Dickup that has been a sales sen•
sation. This year it is Fok
and GM's turn. Sporting larger cabs and longer wheel
bases, there are plenty of
sheet metal changes to separate the old from the new. One
big change found in the 1973
truck lineup is the moving of
the fuel tank from the cabs of
most pickups to locations
along the frame rails. Now
there is a lot more storage
space behind the seat, not to
mention greater legroom with
the increased seat travel.
Dodge hasn't been sitting
itiowever. For 1973 there
is a new -Club Cab" body that
has an 18-inch extension on
the rear of the cab. The extra
— space can be used for storage
or occasional passengers-sin
the optional fold-down jump
seats.
Other manufacturers have,
been busy too. Jeep, under the
Motors flag, has
energy-absorbing steering
columns, more functional
dashboards, wider tailgates
and double-wall cargo boxes
for 1973.
There is also a new full-time
four-wheel drive on certain
light trucks. GM offers a similar system in its Chevrolet
and GMC line.
( Curiously, the all-wheeldrive system used by GM
comes from Chrysler's New.
Process Division, And Dodge
isn't offering the unit in its
trucks.)
Over at International Harvester, which( is making a
strong bid for more light truck
sales in 1973, there are few
changes.
There is, however, a new
four-door, six-passenger pickup designed especially for
fifth wheel trailers. This could
well be a step that the Big
Three will take later this
model year.
Detroit is well aware of the
blossoming recreational vehicle market. Until now the
automakers sat by the sidelines as outside suppliers offered camper rigs, motor
homes and camping accessories., Now GM will be offering its own motorhorne, and
Ford will offer its own deluxe
slide-in camper --- designed
specifically for the new F-350
Licensing epileptics
FRANKFORT.
Ky.
'UPI/—Epileptic. now may
obtain Kentucky drivers
licenses under a new regulation
of the state Department of
Public Safety.
Before obtaining a license.
an applicant must provide the
department with certification
from a physician that the
condition is controllable by
drugs, give details of the drugs
anti the dosages required. The
110110r Mist 864) state that the
applicant has been free from
epileptic seizures for one year.

'
-111771 BOONE
S

Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

North 12th
Story Ave.
603 Main
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Museum addition
LONDON 'IUPI — Chi
Chi. the giant panda which
died this year after a decade as
the London zoo', favorite
animal, will be stuffed and pot
on display, at the Natural
History Museum in London,
the museum announced.

Super Camper Special with its
8,350-pound GVW — early
next spring.
Q. I was recently transferred from the cool Northwest !Seattle) to the humid
South !Atlanta). My car does
not have air conditioning and
I sure need it down here. I
would like to have a unit installed, but some mechanics
say that adding a unit to an
older car can put too much
strain on the engine. Is this
so? — F.J,, Georgia,
A. While it is true that the
addition of an air conditioning
unit to an older car could
heighten any'engine problems
that already exist, I would say
that as long as your car is in
good condition, a hang-on unit
should do no harm whatsoever. One word of caution: after market air conditioners
are generally more noisy than
factory -installed units and
most do not match the interior
decor perfectly. But they will
do a satisfactory job.

•
- you're puzzled as to what
to give for a gift .. .
CALL US!
We've got the answer
a year's subscription is
perfect for any gift giving
occasion, and we'll even
send a card for you.

,0
•

cN- 111 ,

If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or recreational vehicle, send to
MOTORWAYS, Copley News
Service in care of this newspaper.

103 No. 4th Street
Phone 753-1916

0

.00

•
Neih

- -o'shhel
elppin
i g
you hold down
health care costs?
-

—

Here's what KENTUCKY BLUE CROSV and
BLUE SHIELDg' are doing:
We represent the consumer in matters relating to
the cost of health care. Even if you are not a member
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield you benefit from what
we do to encourage cost consciousness in providing
health care services.
It's true that the price of health care has gone up,
like most other prices. Some increases couldn't be
avoided if we are to continue to improve our medical
facilities and services, and we
The-best health
care possible when illness and injury strike.
We work closely with the providers of health care
to make sure only needed and necessary increases
are implemented.
But if you're concerned about health care costs,
there are ways you can help. Don't ask your doctor
to put you in a hospital unless it's really necessary.
Don't stay longer than you must. Every day someone
spends in a hospital unnecessarily raises the cost'of
health care for everyone.
You are not alone in the struggle against high health
care costs. Blue Cross and Blue Shield are with
you.

Our only business is helping you
get good health care you can afford.

4
.07
a
Name(Mr)(Mrs)(Miss)

Kentucky BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown ed., Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Without obligation. send Blue Cross and Blue
Shield information (Check all items that apply)

Address

City

Occupation

-

Employed By(Company name)
(Company address)
Circle Age Category
18-24 25-39 40-64 m6L5Tor1o
0v
15e2r
I any D Geumg married
0A college student
Dl am presently a member of Blue Cross arid Blue Snield
interested in
. „improving my benefits My Certificate No
El I am interested in forming,an Employee
Group.(5 or more employees)
It A rnencarn Mespe1.1
A”OC.•I•Ifft I

k.to00.1 A111.0C.•1•01
,Of OW* 501,104 P111/00

,

sl
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nniversaryrq,
We at HANCOCK FABRICS wish

HANCOCK
FABRICS
CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING (ENTER
,)V7\

is
giving
even

To thank you for our third record smashing year .. We've tried earnestly to bring the finest fashion quality and lowest prices together. We believe PRICE without QUALITY or FASHION is void of value... with this in
mind we offer you our fantastic 6 day, 3rd Anniversary Sale!
6 BIG DAYS, OCTOBER 16-21
ENTIRE STOCK OF

‘7&

•Pick your own sale item•Nothing held back
If you've seen our selection you know it can't be matched in price, quality or
magnitude ... If you haven't you won't believe it!
Irot43-900-It

Acrylic Double Knits
98

11111&11111611.itintitst
16 ititIt*901"04.11.9!etil*
1111-1911.16•41111-3t111911,11-9L
1111-11.111611116-9s9s9111111:1L1I'll
is 1144 at1911-011,21
46.
II Sikvele-011$111
Ifiratit
M- Ilt111,

•66" Wide

•Machine Washable

ANNIVERSARY

•fancies d Soltds
•Heather Coordinates
0 Reg. $5.98 to $6.98 Yd.

•1-5 Yd. lenghts•100% Mod Acrylic
•54"-60" Wide •Vol. to $8.98 Yd.

CUTTING BOARDS
DOOR BUSTER!
to
ber
hat
ing
up,
be
;cal
atth

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRINTS
•Klopman Ultressa
•Klopman Super Vino
•Loom Skill Celebrity
•All 100% Polyester or
80% polyester-20% Cotton

•A wide range of prints
•2 to 5 yard sample pieces
•Reg. $2.49 to $3.98 yd.

care °
ases
osts,
ctor
sary
eone
St of

2 YARDS

100% Polyester 60" Wide

you.

NEW FALL 72 FANCY TEXTURES

Y 40205
nd Blue
t aOPIY)

VALUES TO194----

SEWING
NOTIONS

•Herringbone
•Plaids
•60" wide
•Hand Wash

98

•All the looks of expensive European wools.

•Tracing Wheels
•Seam Ripper

ealth

IIIELD-

Repeat Of A Fabulous Buy!
IMPORTED ITALIAN

Sensational values in time for fall
sewing for the entire family . .
Fall colors in stripes, prints, checks,
pont de romas, twills, dots, and
fancy solid textures. Big selection
te choose from ...
Compare elsewhere

N UP

•Tracing Paper

•Straight Pins
•Snaps, Etc.

TO $6.98

100% Polyester

PELLON INTERFACING
4 Yards

00
over
10.152

ested tn
10y9e$1
)

400 Free Parking Spaces
OPEN 9 A.M.--9 P.M. MON. THRU FRIDAY, SATURDAY 9 A.M.--6 P.M. BankAmericard Welcome
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y Shops At Uncle Jeff's
Come In And See Why Everybod
A1. KY.

Model 30500
G.T.

Highway 641 MURR

FURNACE
FILTERS

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDMATE

;
9
5
sot§c ;

All Sizes

GENERAL

AUTO VACUUM
CLEANER

G.E. PORTABLE

wall molded
•Rugged double
polyethylene case
-E
l for the
-Easy-to-operate idea
rs.
youngest music love
for per.
r
•Solid State amplifie
ity.
formance and reliabil
45 RPM
-Plays 33one third and
45 adapter
records with pop-upspeaker
Big 4 inch dynamic
-Model V181
hree and onep
-Plays Thirty-t
s
y five record
third and Fort
adapter
with pop-up-45

Plan On
Use Uncle Jeffs Lay-Away
pt Sale Items.
Everything In The Store Exce

With Attachments
eptacle
•Plugs into cigarette lighter rec
e rack and dashboard
•Cleans car seats, floor, luggag
Reg. '4.17
swiftly and thoroughly
•15 ft cord
•Exceptionally strong
87
$2
suction

MARKERS

EXTENSION LADDER

4 Foot

STEP LADDER

IRON
Model F63
Uncle Jeff's
Regular Price

9.17
Limit 1 Per Person
SUPER PRINTER
INSTANT

16 Foot Aluminum

67

LABEL
MAKER

$ 1 397

-ft

UP

STEAM & DRY

Felt Tip

•Model T2105
•Handsome Thin Line
Styling

ELECTRIC

Uses 3/8" Tape

Black & Decker

JIG SAW KIT

/

Reg. '5.27

18 Pieces

$397

QUAKER STATE
SUPER BLEND

WEATHERPROOF
EVEREADY
6-VOLT
LANTERN

BIG JIM
Eveready Weather-Proof

LANTERN

MOTOR
OIL

BATTERY

No. 100WB
witlfnaiber and
Battery
NOT EXACTLY AS
PICTURED

3/4"x 60 Yds.

Spring and Post Type

m searchlight.$
-Powerful sealed bea
visible up to 1 mile safety signal
-Flashing Fresnel
degrees
light, adjustable 90
is hermetically
-Moveable head
le 100 degrees
sealed and adjustab

MASKING TAPE

57

Reg. 39'

Reg. '16.95

Regular, AC, Champion,
Autolite
This does not include
resistor plugs.

and

•Silverware Holder
•Soda Glass & Holder
•Clothes Sprinkler
•Napkin *Holder
tainer
•Mustard &Catsup Con
•Bowls
•Cups
•Baby Dish

PRESTONE.
ANTI-FREEZE
11111110

ANTI-LEAK
In Quart Cans
Limit: 2 gal. per
person

Dove and Pheasant Load
Limit:

$2.97

GARBAGE
CANS

COLEMAN

Reloaders:
Attention!!

PROPANE
FUEL

WINCHESTER
REMINGTON

25-Lb. Bag

SPARK
PLUGS

DOVE

PLASTIC ITEMS

CHILLED
SHOT
$597

29;

WINCHESTER

LARGE ASSORTMENT of

Sri;
Sizes

Reg. '1.47

WATER
HOSE
Limit: One
Per Person

(demon

14.1-0z. Size
Limit: 2 per person

Ei
•
TV ANTENNA

5-PIECE
BLACK & DECKER

TUMBLER SET

DRILL
Model
No 7000

$797
h

KITCHEN

PITCHER

Insulated pitcher and
4 tumbler

Reg. '1'.27
.41 1E St

• Reg. 39' Each
•Spatula
•Soup Ladle
•Fork
•Spoon

with Colored Handles

0
0
fosl

RABBIT EARS
Reg. '1.09

1972
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MONDAY-OCTOBER 16, 1972

KENTUCKY

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's!

Sale Starts at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 17 and lasts
Uncle Jeffs Lay-Away Plan On
until 1 1 :00 p.m.
Everything In The Store Except Sale Items.
Tuesday night!!

Hig1Twa 641 M UR R A I, I.

SOMETHING NEW!!

DANTE

To Be Added to
UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING
CENTER
LADIES
LOW CUT

Special
Selection

JEANS

1
-

AFTER

DANTE

SHAVE

COLOGNE

Reg. '2.50

4-0/.

494:P

4-07.OnIV

by World Famous
Maker

Reg. $2.95

9

ori`i

F.D.S.

Sizes 5-18

SWEETASTE
HEAVY DUTY

UNDERARM
ANTIPERSPIRANT

SACCHARIN
TABLETS

COMBS
Pkg. of 8

5-oz

'4 Grain

,0 0,ons ,9

9
Only

50' Value

Wintuk Knitting Yarn
Reg. 99' - NOW

74;
Wool Knitting Yarn
;
99' - NOW 82

RK
ASPIRIN

Reg.

JERGENS
EXTRA DRY SKIN FORMULA

LOTION
1.5-oz.

ESTERN-DENIM
SHIRTS
Snap Front
Sizes thru X Large

9

OniV

Reg. 20'

SAFE-T

LADIES
III

Carhartt

PANTY
HOSE

OVERALLS

One Size Fits All

TOWELS

20;

Pr.

MEN'S

Insulated

FLARE
JEANS

Work Vests

5.70

Quilted Nylon
Many Colors $
Sizes

Men's

HARNESS
BOOT
NTENNA

;each

Ideal For The Baby!

Ladies

DRESS
SHOES

MEN'S
TURTLE-NECK

IT EARS

?g. '1.09
Leather
Uppers
Sizes 7-11

Reg.
'1.95

Sizes 54-9
Many Styles &
Colors

CAMERA
'24.95 Value $ 1 944

Our Regular Discount
Price '599

-

,Limited QuantV-, YOUR CHOICE
From 7 to II

$249

PLASTIC

50,„

PLAY BALLS

PULLOVERS

14" Tall

POLAROID SQUARE SHOOTER II

•LIVE ACTION BARBIE DOLL

39

* SHOE DEPARTMENT *

The Only True Discount Prescription
Prices!

•NEW BARBIE with Pretty Growing
Hair
•LIVE ACTION P.J. DOLL

SQUEESE
TOYS

M L & XL

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Reg.

79' to 99'

Your Choice
•100% Cotton

Rapid Fire Pitch-Up

BASEBALL SET
Reg. 97c

50;

•Baseball Pitch-Up ,
•Giant 30" Realistic Bat
Reg. $ 1

2.39

i

88
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Dear Consumer

Christmas Time Is Festivity Time

Quality Information
Helps You Shop
FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17. 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20i grk--. A big day for big doings. Use
- - our best assets and you can do
onsiderable to help form new
lans, improve and organize
ffectively. Do not hesitate to
take forward steps.
TAURUS
tio6i?
- tf Apr. 21 to May 21)
. Planetary influences favor
those who are soundly
progressive. A good period for
REAL advancement Forget
past disappointments Your
mind should be on present
.aspirations and goals.
GEIVIENI
-7.:%
,- C:4May 922 to June 21 I iribVr
t Sudden, unexpected moves,
abrupt speech, unconventional
. action could get you into difjficulties and disturb the smooth
accomplishment you could have
- otherwise. Be alert.
.CANCER
0
.I( June 22 to July 23) 0
". You may find yourself hoping
;ifor opportunity while actually
i! standing still. This must not be .
Take the reins. and DRIVE
toward your goals.
LEO
1Ju1y 24 to Aug. 23)
, 1. Generous solar ' influences
'stimulate your adaptability and
inventiveness: heighten your
imagination. Much can be. done
on a day such as this
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WP
Extra responsibilities indicated. Tackle regular duties
tfirst, then take on what you can
— within reason. Don't overcrOwd your schedule.
LIBRA
- '(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 %P....II
---i- Sidestep any activity that
could hamper your forward
?movement. You may encounter
unexpected situation now;
. much good, too.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov 22)
It's up to you to do all in your
power to make this a
satisfactory day. Splendid Mars
influences encourage activemindedness-business interests
and finances.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
ron•- ould be tempted now to
turn from a profitable to a more
; confused course. Consider the
whole picture. Atsiiid the pitfalls
of heedlessness and haste.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 to Jan 20 144
1

r

i

1

4

i

HEARING AIDS
50°'0OFF
•
reel
auv

TPA AAA.* AA&
LSAMC-7.20 DAYS
-the • SAAAAI-DAASSP AS
. Whilst
ty• GANA AAA No emirs.. .411
ASHODIFS•10X 511P 5001.)DAN SY,COSI.

Mixed influences, mixed
possibilities. How you react to
opposition and unexpected
situations will tell the tale.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't wait too long before
making ulz your mind in matters where the time element is
important. Highly favored: Art,
travel and literary interests.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 29)
You should feel optunistic
now, and this fact alone will
make it easier to induce others
to go along with you. But be
willing to listen to their ideas,
too.
YOU BORN TODAY, like the
Scales 'which your Sign
represents, are endowed with a
great sense of justice; would
make an excellent jurist, arbitrator or mediator. You have
a great love of color and beauty
but you are practical enough to
realize that, unlike many other
Librans, you probably could not
commercialize art 4 any great
extent. You would do much
better in the theater, where you
could shine as actor, producer
or director. Also, you have
unusual business acumen and
could easily accommodate
yourself to the hustle and bustle
of a big corporation — and, with
rather remarkable ease. rise
quickly to executive status.
Traits to curb: Moodiness and
undue insistence on being the
center of attraction. Birthdate
of Robert Lansing, Amer.
statesman; Rita Hayworth and
Montgomery Clift, film stars.
New wrinkle
in libraries
HOLLADAY, Utah.
IUPD—There's a new wrinkle
checking_ out books from
library—a
your
local
microphone to take the place of
those cumbersome machines
that recorded each book
borrowed.
At the Holladay branch of
the Salt Lake County library
attendants will read the title
and number of your book into
the microphone and it will be
transcribed later from • tape
recorder cassettes.
•'The library gets about 600
transactions on n tape," said
Guy Schuurman. county
librarian, "and when the books
are -returned it can erase the
tape. from which the in.
formation of the miming books
already has been transcribed
onto cards."e---;
Population prevention
LONDON iUPII—A newly
formed pressure group called
Population Stabilization said
Britain should aim to prevent
its population from exceeding
65 million by the year 2010. To
that end, it recently proposed
that the government stop all
financial aid to families for all
children except the first two.

Is Your Figure Ready For The New Fashions
This Fall And Winter?
Visit
Scott International Figure Salon To-Day
Be Your Correct Dress Size
SPECIAL OFFER
Only $1225 Per Month

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
White House Office of Consumer Affairs
"Dear Mrs. Knauer," a recent letter began,"you
are always advising consumers to use unit pricing
when they shop to quickly determine which brand is
cheaper by the ounce or pound. But unit pricing does
not tell me anything about the quality of different
brands."
The letter continued: "I want to know which
brand is stronger, creamier or more efficient. Yesterday I saved seven cents on a can of concentrated
orange juice. This morning my husband and teenage
daugher said they didn't like it and wouldn't drink
any more. So I haven't saved seven cents at all. In
fact I'm out 37 cents."
So by reading the labels
Other consumers also
have complained to my office and using unit pricing, you
that unit pricing only does can have a better idea which
brand is the beat buy for you
part of the job in helping and
your family.
them to shop harder. They
as you well know.
have said they do not receive yourBut
decision comes with
enough information about the usingfinal
a particular brand. If
quality of food products.
it is the beat one for your
To get information about
quality, you have to read the needs, it is your best buy.
label—all of it, not just the
brand name.
'• Remember to look for the
following quality guides:
Pr"rN 4'6 YORK illf311—A
•Percentage declarations metal bone that may be better
—Some manufacturers have than any other in use today is
begun to list on their la- being developed by University
bels the percentage of the of Wisconsin -Madison
principal ingredients in the scientists, it is reported in a
product. Just because the newsletter from the university.
label reads "orange" or.
Metallurgist Joel Hirschhorn
"juice," it doesn't necessarily and orthopedic surgeon Dr.
mean you are buying 100 per Andres McBeath are using a
cent orange juice..
technique knnown as powder
A proposed Federal regu- metallurgy to make the porous
lation, which I have been metal bone replacements that
pushing, would require pro- beha%e almost like a real bones.
ducers of all diluted orange
juice products to list on their
labels the percentage of
orange juice in their beverage, but no final-action has
been taken on this regulation.
•Ingredient declarations—
The law does require producers of nonstandardized products (those products for
which the Federal Government has not set an Official
standard or recipe of specific ingredient* in specific
amounts) to list the ingredients on the labels in descending order of present amounts.
Take, for example, two
diluted orange juice beverages. One lists water as its
top-line ingredient, meaning
there is more water than any
other ingredient. The second
tops its list of ingredient*
with orange juice. It is obvious that you wouldn't want to
pay more for the first.
Name -variationa-.Pro,
ceed with caution when you
come across similar products
with names that differ
slightly. Slight variations in
I. bait
names can indicate differing
amounts of the principal ingredients.
For example, several
orange juice products may
have labels with appetizing
pictures, yet the product
named "orange juice drink"
has more orange juice in it
than the one called "orange
ade."

Romano
Cheese

Isn't there someoneyou'd like to be
near?Getin touch bylong distance.
Calltoday.And dialit direct.
Dialing direct is easy. Mere's how: First dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number. If by chance you
get a wrong number,just call the operator and tell her what happened.
She'll make sure you're not charged. So keep in touch the personal
way. Dial long distance direct and save.

14 to
16 to
18 to
20 to

10 in 30 to 60 Days
12 in 30 to 60 Days
14 ia 30 to 60 Dias
16 in 60 to 90 Days

EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN

COMPLETE 3 MOS. PLAN
UNLIMITED VISITS
Steam Baths Available
Gift Certificate Available )
Obligation, wt
For Christmas

Call To-Day 247-8220
For Appointment and Free Figure Analysis, No
Guarantee Results For A More Feminine Figure.

LOOK YOUNGER-FEEL YOUNGER
Add More Years to Your Life and More Life To Your Years.

VISIT US TO-DAY

SCOTT INTERNATIONAL
FIGURE SALON
Mayfield, Ky.

917 West Broadway
•

HOURS

'9 AM til 9 PM
Mon. thru Fri.

40

247-8220

9 AM till 4PM
on Saturday

FR EH
ONE 3-0Z. BOTTLE
OF YOUR CHOKE
WITWEACH FILL-UP
OF 8 GALS. OR MORE
AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS

st(Kc
(hale'

Alpine
Italian

.
Sva,

S41.s
Ch',Oet

1001
Island

Spring
Onion

hdlt r

Green
Goddess

A
A
A
A

Try *Ai': Swiss Chalet®
S.

,_/

DRESSING

your salads delicious, excitingly different flavor with Swiss Chalet dressing.
Smooth, exhilarating. Vacuum packed for
freshness. Unlike any dressing you've ever
tasted.
Give

AT PARTICIPATING
-GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.
OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 30TH, 1972
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from 1933 to 1945 when six million were slaughtered, and for
their own delay in recognizing
the enormity of Nazi crimes.
No sooner had Ben-Gurion
declared his new state than
Arab forces attacked from
ginning of a national reunion. every point on the compass.
For the United States and
How tiny, undermanned, illmost Western nations, it was equipped Israel withstood that
atonement for the sins Adolf onslaught still is one of the milHitler visited on Europe's Jews itary mysteries of the 20th Cen-

History casts dark shadow on future
Editor's Note: The killing of
11 Israeli Olympic Games men
darkens the hopes for peace in
the Mideast. This is the first of
two articles exploring the
background that led to the
murders and viewing the possible future in that embattled
land.

The Moslem world declared a
holy war against it.
For Zionists — those who believe that the people of the Jewish faith hold a two-millenia-old

claim to the lands of the Old
Testament — it was the end of
the biblical "dispora,•.' the
scattering of Jews through the
nations of the world and the be-

tury. Books like Leon Uris'
classic "Exodus" only begin to
tell the story of Israeli heroism.
But few books tell the story of
the Palestinian Arab.
Some chose to accept Jewish
rule. Some fought and were
driven from their cities, villages and farms. Some believed the promises of quick
and easy victory from Arab reilgiOUS and military leaders

and marched obediently into
Lebanon, Jordan and Gaza to
await the destruction of the
Jews.
Leave, they were told, so
Jews could not persecute them
or force them ...to war labors,
so Arab armies could deal
quickly with the enemy.
But victory wasn't quick.
In 1949, an armistice was declared. An uneasy peace settled

over the Holy Land. Barbed
wire and pillboxes divided
Jerusalem. Jordan held Bethlehem and Nazareth. Israel
held Acre. Egyptian troops
were in Gaza. And, the Palestinians huddled in their squalid
refugee camps.
Next: Birth of the Palestinian guerrilla.

By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
"If you want us to commit
suicide, at least allow us to
choose our own weapons..
Prime Minister Golda Meir's
mouth was a tight, dark blue
line across her weathered face.
The words were fired, not
spoken, at the interviewez who
asked if Israel could not resettle a few thousand Palestinian
Arab refugees as a goodwill
gesture.
There were three of us — all
Americans -- sitting with Mrs.
Meir at the long conference
table in her office in the
Knesset (parliament) in Jerusalem.
We shifted uneasily in our
chairs. It was as if a forbidden
door had opened a crack and
we had caught a glimpse of the
Middle East a visiting Westerner could not hope to understand.
We had come to Jerusalem
from Beirut, Lebanon, traveling the familiar "neutral"
route through Nicosia, Cyprus.
Near Beirut we had seen the
squalid cement block and corrugated tin hovels of "United
Nations City" that have been
home to more than100,000 Palestinian refugees for almost 25
miserable years.
U.N. aid — most of it American — has kept these and thousand of other displaced Arabs
alive since 1948-49, but no Western visitor feels any touch of
gratitude. It was burned away
long ago by a festering, hot
hatred that has blinded men in
the Middle East and now spills
over into other parts of the
world — even into the Olympic
,Games.
Sixteen men died in Munich
recently because of that hatred
and a frightened, shocked
world again has demanded an
end to Arab terrerism.
To find an end, one must examine the beginning.
In 1948, the state of Israel
was proclaimed by David BenGurion in the dying hours of the
old British League of Nations
mandate over Palestine. Almost immediately, the United
Stateiand the Soviet Union-for very different reasons recognized the Jewish nation

RE

Big Savings
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ou've ever

MUPPIM1 shows
army aviation
FT. RUCKER. Ala. 1UPD
— The Army Aviation
Museum is located in two
ancient hangars at Ft. Rucker.
More than 50 planes, showing
the history of Army aviation,
are on display. The museum
was established in 1955.
History on the walls
SALT LAKE CITY 1UP11
— Life-size, full-color scenes of
Utah history are painted on the
walls inside the rotunda of the
State Capitol, The earliest
scene depicts the discovery of a
lake by Father Escalante, who
in 1776 became the first white
person to explore the Utah
territory.

Co.

The "shoot-the-chutes"
amusement park ride dates
from the Ruggieri Gardens in
mid-19th century Paris.

Ai

Toddler Girls
Boxer Longies

The new circular walker that makes a
jumper, play tray, feeding tray. Folds
flat for easy carry.

Reg.
9.92

Reg. $1.59

Q14.

for real safety

Mesh

Great for toddlers to roll, crawl, and
play in. Lovely little girls designs
Elastk waist. Flare legs.
Sizes 2-3-41.

snug and cuddly outdoor gear

KNIT SUITS

Play Pen
Regular

Polo
Shirts

$4.94

hi amt, prints
Acrylic knit suits to protect baby from wind or weather.
Soft baby colors pink, blue. maize, or mint. Sizes 12-1824 months.

Regular $l7.88
Nylon-mesh sides drop so mother can tend
to baby. Hardboard floor. Polyurethanefoam-filled pad. Draft guard.

(LANKIJAutickso

Reg. $9.99

DAYTIME__
PAMPERS

• Solt,
• 4 vents
• 27 z 52
• 42 coil. 14 gauge
• No sagging

Hospital Report
October 11, 1972
ADULTS..99
NURSERY ..6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Virginia Gail Melaski,
No. 34 Shady Oaks, Murray,
Richard James Henninger,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Peggy
Carol Carraway, 522 S. 7th,
Murray, Mrs. Jean Colson, 900
Story Ave., Murray, Master
Loren Cabot Wisehart, Route 1,
Almo,Sammy Hendon Pittman,
New Concord, Mrs. Betty Jo
Poole, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Otha Mae Darnell, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Alien
Orten, Route 2, Murray, Mrs.
Paulette Twigg, Route 1,
Symsonia, Mrs. Imogene Deligh
Hartfield, 417 Cherry, Murray,
Kenneth Lee Oliver, Box 51,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Sue
Taylor, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Judy Carolyn McLeod, Route,L.
'Dexter, Mrs. Alma Odelle king,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Lela
Jane Lovett, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Linda Sue Windsor and
Baby Boy, Route 8, Benton,
Harlan Humphreys Kemp,
Route 7, Mayfield, Fred
Paschall, Route 7, Murray,
'Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, 798
Meadow Lane, Murray.

rough and tough but will
withstand any treatment.

HOOLA COUPE

Box of 30
16 Qt.
durable plastic

DIAPER
PAIL

Reg.'1.88

Diapers and pants in one.
No plastic pants needed.

TRAINING
PANTS
Soft Cotton
3 to Pkg.

new styles to look neater and fresher

Reg. 99'

Angle Top and Stretch Pants

SAVE
31'

DIAPER BAC

Set is perms press top and has nylon stretch slacks.
Each decorated with cute little designs. Colors of pink.
blue or gold. Sizes 12-15-24 months.

Birdseye

DIAPERS
Reg. 12.33
1 pint

Unbreakable

NURSER
ROSES
LOW
PRICES

44

PLAYTEX NURSER KIT
Kit contains 6 Nature Action Nipples, 65 8-oz. Pre-Sterilized
f

1 Automatic Expander.

Shop Roses & Save!

BANKAMERICARO

the safe way for baby to ride

durable and extra sturdy

Tu-Tone Car Seat

High Chair

Regular

ft13.94
Can be used in car or at home. Tiro adjustable
nylon strap* to Mold baby wifely hi plate. Foam
V tied seat, hack, and head plena Alas
covered
en vinyl for catty cleaning.
Wet lash vlayi In hive
ee

$10.88

adjustable 3 position. chrome

Stroller Walker
Regular

$19.88

Reg. $1.5S8
Printed vinyl upholstery with chrome
plated footrest. Security strap helps
keep child gently in place. ('hair
about 34 inches high.

Fabric Is avocado with Montaiart1-e
print. No padding. No tray. Three positions, wire footrest, brake, and. wire
shopping basket. White tires.'
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Men's wear

ilstdesign
Bronzini had some of the

wildest demi-bosom designs
including a dickey front with
two wide floral print stripes in
dark tortes and and a center
panel in white with smaller
floral prints. They also can be
worn for evening with a bow
tie. There were man) shirts
with white collars and cuffs,
including a houndstooth
design. stripes, gingham
checks.
John Weitz Excello introduced the two-button cuff a
few years ago and now he is
getting rid of it in favor of one
big, oversize button. A major
collar change was a rounded off
four-inch point, slightly spread.
And he showed bold\ striped
shirts to be worn with blazers
and with an ascot.
one shirt had collar and
cuffs in a reverse clip, which is
shaggier than the usual neat
clip design. and shown against
a body of regular clips.
Van Heusen had • lot of
European-inspired
elegance
including jacquards, satin
weaves and tapestry designs.
There was • classic white
punctuated by wide-spaced
prints. For the younger set
there were classic fabrics but in
such designs as Chinese landscapes or tartans, checks, twills
and glens.
At Countess Mara the
fabrics ran from cottons to
cotton-satins, broadclothes,
bOucles„ knits and suede. Very
dressy was an oxford herringbone with a long pointed
button down collar." Another
were neat blue or red stripes
with a pristine white collar and
white French cuffs. Most were
coordinated with the Countess
Mara tie line.
Said Bill Blass: "The new
buttondown shirt which we
introduced a year ago is even
more right today. It's appropriate to the classic mood.
Today I'm showing more"
variations of it, including some
with contrasting collar and
cuffs and more body' coontour." These included big
tablecloth checks and fine
tattersall checks.
The word at Polo was
"classic" and Ralph Lauren
designed shirts to go with his
classic suits—from oxford
buttondowns to yesterday's
brushed buffalo plaids, handkerchief plaids and classic
English stripings and tattersall*. He was partial to a
pinned collar to be worn with a
classic tie and a classic suit.
_
Creighton hart a W- of nevi-fabrics, including du Pont's
Nandel, which is like a cotton
lisle. There was a monotone
tone-on-tone, neat checks, big

School Bus Driver
Drives Trucks Too
they said,''except I didn't know
By KAY JONES
how to change to the auxiliary
Asbury Park Press Writer
NEPTUNE CITY, gas tank so that I wouldn't have
N. J. (AP) — Women school to stop so often."
"But a man truck driver I
bto drivers have become
met at a lunch truck stop showcommonplace on the local
ed me how to do it. I found the
scene. Their ranks have swelled
men drivers were very considto where. if they do not now
outnumber the male. drivers. erate "
Trucks have a double gear
they are certainly .nudging
shift, a rarity for drivers used
them for first place.
to automatic transmission, but
But cross-country or long
as Mrs. Gaffney said, "The,
bus
drivers
women
—
haul
school buses have standard
that's something else again,
shift and I didn't find it too
with long haul women truck
difficult
drivers an even rase sight
Two of Mrs. Gaffney's fellow
Florence Gaffney. who com'bus drivers for Coast Cities
bines being a homemaker with have driven
in new school buses
driving a school bus, has had from the
factories in Indiana
driver
truck
two runs as a
and Ohio. Mrs. Helen Haege
She was working as a school and Mrs. Frances Lambertson,
bus driver at Coast Cities both-of Ocean Township, drove
Coaches. Inc . making four in a convoy arrangement with
trips a day when James Cal- two regular drivers.
houn, the company's coordinaThe quartet flew to the factotor, mentioned that their affili- ry and drove back, with a
Man
ate, Coast Cities Truck Sales, driver as lead and
another
in
Inc.. needed a driver to bring
bringing up the rear.
.a new truck from Atlanta
"This way we had no fear of
Mrs. Gaffney volunteered.
any mechanical problem,"
She flew to Atlanta and drove Mrs Haege said,
-because we
the truck back, staying over- had the
company of experinight with friends in Greenville. enced
drivers "
S. C
Later she drove a travelog
camper from Bangor. Me.. to
Leftover tips
here.
NEW YORK il,P11 —
•'I had no trouble," Mrs. Gal- When a meal
is based partly on
leftovers, be sure to include
fresh and freshly, prepared
fruits and vegetables to make
up for any loss of vitamins in
the leftover foods, says the
Dairy Council of Metropolitan
New York.
The Council said some
leftovers retain their nutritive
... is as near as your telephone
value after refrigerator or
For prompt attention and the best
freezer storage, whether they're
in proven hulls, call paiir nearby
rewarmed or used as cold cuts.
KW technician
Meat, fish and poultry fall into
this (lass. ' Carbohydrate
products such as noodles, rice
and potatoes also stand up well.
Technician
KABA
leftover fresh fruits and
vegetables -may have lower
content but their
Phone Murray 753-2984 vitamin
mineral content remains stable.°

KAA
service
is C. Kemp

KABA
MKT

complete
breeding
service

The Alcoa Building, the
world's first aluminum-fared
skyscraper building, was
dedicated in Pittsburgh. Pa. on
Aug. I, 1953.
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Two Daughters of'Ma Bell' Left
Offices for"Telephone Poles

Fall, winter shirts
have a wide range
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK itPli —
The current trend in men's
wear is sill toward updated
classics. So in fall and winter
shirts there is a return to the
pinned collar, more button
downs, the English spread
collar and a lot of shirts with
dickies, or contrasting bosoms.
There are a lot of dark tones
in solids and prints for a
weekend country bok,a rash of
shirts with white collars and
cuffs for • very dressed up
appearance and a lot more
knits—perhaps 35 per cent of
the total market. And many
shirt people are making their
own coordinated ties.
Barry Boonshaft. who makes
Oleg Cassini shirts, has some
of the more elegant shirts
around, some of them so
elegant they can be worn with
dinner jackets as well as with
business suits, especially his
white-on-white designs.
Particularly handsome was a
lacy pale blue Leno stripe
against a white ground, a
terribly sedate Engliah varicolored stripe, thin cluster
stripes in black and white.
There was a series of shirts in
earth, tones with such surface
interest as a mesh type weave
or a (lobby weave.
Bert Pulitzer, a genius in
both shirt and tie design,
.a great resurgence of
7,S9
ortla
il . cloth button ttossms.
There were lots of plaids and
checks in brushed twill cottons
and he called his sale of
ginghams to stores "incredible.- Vet" handsome were
fancy grounds with tiny dip
designs. --_
His shirt collars were a hit
shorter-3 7/8 inches instead
of four and probably 3 3/4 by
Spring. For the holiday season
there was a cotton challis in a
handblocked English Paisley
design-150.
The Pierre Cardin line by
Eagle had some spectacular
members—a black background
shirt woven with an overall
pattern of tiny Tudor roses for
wear with gray flannel suits.
And shirts for the opera—shirts
with front panels of Swiss or
French embroidery in stripes,
one in white with a navy
embroidered Argyle pattern.
Eagle also "brought back"
chambray, the cloth long used
for work shirts, but this time in
deep tone solids, and in wide
stripes and checks. One set
..1,A__en from Windsor Castle had
g-n-r—sa- -armorial
such -bearings on a tiny tattersall or
even scenes of the castle itself.
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plaids, diagonal checks, classic
checks, polka dots, herringbone
weaves, birdseye oxfords, and a
four inch buttondown collar
with a flexible stay.
Some pinned collars included
Eagle's cluster dot print design,
Sero's broken stripe with single
button cuff, Hathaway's bold
stripe. In knits Manhattan had
a neat herringbone pattern.
Oxford had a long buttondown
in a spaced geometric pattern
against a striped ground.
Arrow showed a white jacquard
with a nest black stripe, Enro
did a tone-on-tone jacquard
with a rounded collar.
Givenchy showed a white
jacquard stripe with an overall
clip design. Career Club used
oxford cloth with a decorated
stripe, in a long button down.
•••

OM N.•I••

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)
— Two of Ma Bell's daughters have taken to climbing
her telephone poles.
Mary Stabell and Carol Tyrer, former business office representatives for the New York
Telephone Co., have accepted
transfer to outdoor work — as
cable splicer's helpers.
"These girls are amazing.said Charles Fields, a splicing
foreman. He said the new crew
members
have performed
very well in all phases of training."
In order to qualify for their
new jobs the two women had to
complete satisfactorily a threeweek training program. The
.first two days of training taught
safety procedures. a company
spokesman said. "By the third
day,•' he said. "they already
•••• •.•

(101 ••••all

had sunk the gaffs of their clim- Miss Stabell said She said she
bers into 30-foot telephone poles spends much of her off duty
and advanced several steps up- time as a sports parachutist.
. "Before I came to work for
ward."
a the company." Miss Tyrer said.
Equipping the women
lineman's gear turned out-to be "I worked outside with horses
a special problem. Almost all and loved every minute of it."
Both women said they enthe equipment was too large.
-Even the smallest of these joyed their new jobs. About the
t men sizes> proved too large only thing that has changed,
for the women.- the spokesman they said, was their hair style.
"We've stopped putting in the
said. "Their fingers would only
reach half way up in work curlers. A simple style proved
gloves, and ankle projections on best."
climbers, which go up' the inside of the leg to the knee, were Welcome mat
to the Arctic
too long."
OTTAWA oUPII — A
The problem was solved modern motel is planned for
when the phone company or- Cambridge Bay in the Northwest territories of the Arctic
dered special gear.
The two women said they Circle as a remit of a
Hospitality Seminar. It was the
both enjoy the out-of-doors.
first such meeting in Canada's
"411at's the biggest factor in
far north. says the Canadian
accepting this assignment." Government Travel Bureau.
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Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

Murray, Ky.
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By DOROTHEA M.B
NEW YORK IC
nation's burgeon'
population has result
unique housing pro
Although there
only one third the
horses there were in
1925, the total h
since 1959, amount
well over seven m
most of these are in
the farm.
There has been a
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the greatest growth
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Soif-Rite Discount Drugs
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Volume buying direct from the leading pharmaceutical
manufacturers eliminates the middle man's profit and
Say-Rite passes this savings on to you. Streamlined,
efficient operation of our stores means lower overhead
for us and lower prescription cost to you.
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If you have reached the age of 60 years you can
save an additional
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our Registered Pharmacists
for details.
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GIRLS 2-PIECE
SLACK SET
100% POLYESTER
Jacquard and solid
tops with plackets,
turtlenecks or back
Zipper. Rib or flat
knit slacks of 100%
Assorted
nylon.

"SATIN SONG"
45" Wide
Asst of Prints
DETROIT ZOO GETS INTO THE ACT-- Four tiger cubs at Detroit, Mich., zoo
made this pattern of stripes. They're valued at $2,500 each. Zoo director Robert F.
Willson named cubs after Detroit Tigers players — Billy, Mickey, Woodie, and Joe. The
tigers were born in August to Czarina, a Siberian tigress who herself is the model for
the tiger in Tigers stadium Soon they'll leave maternity den

Even horses face
housing problems

Big "K"
Reg.
3.84 yd.

colors in sizes 4 to
14.
Compare at 4.99

* 80% ARNEL TRI
* 20% NYLON
54" Wide
Dark and Solid Colors
Big "K"
Reg.
V
93' yd.

Many good features
however, is not always as
go with these tights,
simple as it sounds. In
.•
rib top, double seat,
often
suburban areas,
and knitted heel and
insufficient land and zoning
restrictions cause problems,
toe. Size 1 to 14.
and often there is a problem or
access to riding trails.
Compare at -1.19
To meet the needs of those
who would have a horse or two
in the family. the building
industry has in recent years
developed the "equestrian"community—a
housing
development planned around
horses and equestrian activities, just as there are golforiented communities and tome
developed around boating
-facilitiss. _ _ _
One of the newest of -t,U -1
'
equestrian -.tornmunites is Pine
Floral'
t pattern with
Ridge Estates near Ocala. Fla.,
Compare at 1.29
bound edges. Full
with its plan of large homesites
Assortedfl 77 All cotton.
size.
where horses can be stabled,
A plastio gym bag with
colors.
with miles of equestrian trails
zipper and handle. Excellent
and a centrally located riding
REG. 5-.438
Compare at 1.59
for school use.
Compare at 5.99
center.
The Ocala area, hub of
Florida's burgeoning horseraising enterprise, was a
natural place for such a
SANDWICH BAGS
community plan, said Frank E.
r
Mackie. Jr.. president of The
Deltona Corp., and past
president of the Horseman's
Benevolent and Protective
Association.
"We didn't visualize a
FOR ALL IS BEST PRESERVED WHEN
'riding to the hounds' sociology
PACKS
for Pine Ridge. "he said." but
YOU EXERCISE THIS GREAT PRIVILEGE
city and suburban people are
OF 80
finding it increasingly difficult
Cover,
lid
Includes
Nylon.
to enjoy horses and horAND DUTY
tank cover, tank top•
----semansluo-or t.u.keeo horses on
Compare a
their property.
10 lb. 11 oz. box
"Purchasers at Pine Ridge
3.49
blue, pink, yellow, bronze. —
thus far appear divided bet.
ween horse owners and people
who tell us they probably won't
raise .or maintain horses but
simply enjoy an atmosphere in
which the horse is part of daily
living." Mackie said.
With only 4.800 homesites
planned for the 11.000.acre
property, Pine Ridge expects to
Includes safety pins,
maintain a good balance
Pro
needles, tape meabetween horses and humans.
The largest properties will be
sure, tracing wheel,
5 1/2 acres and owners will he
dressing pins.etc.
permitted to stable as man) as
six adult horses. Only two adult
"
"
1.
"
1"ftwieramo
,
horses will be permitted on the
Values to 59¢
smallest homesites of one acre,
according to deed restrictions.
•
In one section of the comFirst
quality.
Full
munity there will be no horses
Comes in white and
size. Single control.
permitted. The 18-hole Pine
Protect your photos and
colors.
assorted
Ridge golf zourse will be
colors., to
Many
located in this area. !.
show them off in this handy
TWin or full sizes.
choos'e from.
REG.
cube. Holds six pictures.
Providing room for horses
and their riders, Mackie said,
4'' x 4".
9.22
Compare at 12.99
REG. 53‘t
will be 28 miles of equestrian
trails connected with ten parks
and a 94-acre recreation area
with riding center, equestrian
club, stables and tack room.
Savings grow quickly anti safely in high-yield
The riding center will front on
savings accounts. Billdozer checking makes
a show ring and viewing
terrace.
bill-paying a real push-ovet'. ExtrAUTOSP/1.1,111SM
"We've built communities,
PEANUTS
nary car Ions almost always save one fulL
such as Marco Island, in which
• . .
golf and boating keynote the
payment. Personal loans are made courtelifestyle.
At
Pine
Ridge
the
as
confidence;
as
well
ously, easily, and in
REG
mainstream of community life
REG.
other loans for the good things in life. And
41
/
2 lbs. of vacuum
will center around horses,"
1.77
1.27
Markle said.
our financial advice is free. The extraordinary
packed spanish peaLimit
1
7 OZ.
Limit 1
nuts, Compare at 2.99
bank keeps these "campaign" promises year
Property owners will help
govern the community through
after year. That's what keeps the e- xtt'astitdi--- a non-profit Pine Ridge Service
Don't Wait
nary bank the people's choice.
Corporation to iih all
propertp• owners will belong.
COUPON
Too Late!!
It's extraordinary what we can
The Corporation will 'adFOX PHOTO SILK-FINISH
minister a code for individual
do for you, if you let Us.
Use Our
property maintenance and also
KODACOLOR SPECIAL
supervise
all
common
properties. including the
ANY KOOACOLOR ROLL
equestrian ways.
No Extra Charge!
UP TO 12 EXPOSURES
Mackie said Pine Ridge will
DEVELOPED
have paved, lighted streets,
Reg . $3 47
AND
community water, provision for
-..„,
COUR011.110VST ACCONIPAN1
shopping, and new community
. ...I°stout
PRINTED
facilities will be developed 8114
OFFER EXPIRES Oct 21
Esclasellag 110 4 foreign film
the need is determined by the
/
• service corporation.

By DOROTHEA St. BROOKS
While most horses are
NEW YORK il:PII—The stabled out—resulting in a
boom in all types of equine
nation's burgeoning horse
population has resulted in some facilities—more and more
families
unique housing problems.
are
becoming
Although there are today "backyard" horse owners.
Such ownership can be far
only one third the number of
more rewarding, although it
horses there were in America in
should be noted it also involves
1925, the total has doubled
much more work than stabling
since 1959, amounting now ,to
well over seven million—and "in public or dub facilities, and
should not be undertaken
most of these are not down on
unless there is a genuine family
the farm.
There has been a big Increase interest,"'
Stabling at home, if facilities
in the racing population, a big
are available or can be
gain in show horses; but by far
provided at reasonable "oat,
the greatest growth has been in
generally will cost less than
the pleasure horse category—
boarding out since board the family horse, used for park
ranges as high as 11254150
and trail riding, pony club and
monthly in marty areas.
4-H, and other equestrian
"Backyard" horse keeping,
activities.

8

GYM BAG

MATRESS PAD

3-Pc.
BATH'SET

NANDI WRAP

COTTON BATTING

AJAX
DETERGENT

wrriii5119511Yir-

FREEDOM * LIBERTY

Wedding Ring
BED SPREAD

PHOT

SECRET SPRAY

-CUBE

NEW CROP
SPANISH
PEANUTS

• DEODORANT

MIRRORS

7

The countrylkkoeighborirgg
Ridge is a coinhinstion of
woods, lakes; rivers and long
stretches of lush grasslands
favored by ranchers who have
made central Florida one of the
top horse producing areas in
the United States.
_
According to the state
Department of Agriculture.
Florida is home for more than
•
1)0 000 horserk.

my-Away!

Pine

•_

A

Bel Air Shopping Center
We Reserve

The Right To Limit Quantities

*Acres of Free Parking!

753
'
8777

BANKAMERICARO

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
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Travel topics

Holy Land Soil Is Filled
With Historical Objects

Classified
Ads

Some ',tearical tips
Veiling public

e,

Jul
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time and the money to dig them
By MURRAY J. BROWN
In one case. a schoolgirl
The best way if? ‘p_eryent
By MICHAEL GROSS
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
up properly...
UPI Travel Editor
found an inscription and endiarrhea, the PHS- said, is to
API JERUSALEM
I
1
's
persuaded
Biran
Nablus.
known
with
only
what
In
can be peeled or
by various "eat
graving during an outing
'BY OWNER; four bedroom
Sink a shovel almost any- the municipality to move its her class in the mountains near
names--Montezuma a revenge, has been cooked, drink only
,hoine, with large den, large
the
Cairo
Canter,
Holy
the Tourist
where in the soil ot the
water pipe a few feet to the F:ilat. Biran said
boiled or bottled water,
private patio, large utility room,
Trot,
among
others. But
beverages that have been
Land and chances are the dig- west A tence was erected and
The inscriptions seemed to
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
whatever it is called, it is a
bottled
carbonated
soft
ger will come up with some !Erik- guards were posted.
mark was stations and water
mieerable mated% that can
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
drinks, beer and wine." IThis
to the history of man
Two more accidental tint..fi sources on some ancient path strike the traveler anywhere in
'and Middle Schools. Priced to
traveler learned a long time ago
Bits of „pottery. coins, in- were made in the occupied -between Egypt and Israel the world.
not to eat raw fruit or
sell. Bank loan-available to right
a
vast
scribed stones all lit into
ended
at
apparently
Land
which
recently.
According
Strip
Arab Gaza
to the U.S. Public
vegetables if the skin or outer
. person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
puzzle slowly being pieced to- reclamation projects near Gaza Egyptian style copper and gold Health Service, the cause
of
covering is broken.
-gether by huateds of arche- City and Deir el Balah un- mines found in 1969 south of the travelers' diarrhea is uncertain
TFC
---.1
',:, 753-6:342 nights.
The PHS also cautioned that
ologists, both amateur and earthed a 7th century BC town Dead Sea. the Archeology Jour- although it does occur most
used
water
for
brushing
tap
professional. who mine this an- and arr.11 th century Ac ossuary
commonly where personal
teeth or for ice in drinks can be
nal reported
FOR RENT
cient land
hygiene and sanitation are
a source of.infection. However,
la stone cask in which bones
Biran estimated nearly $1
More than half our discov- were buried
poor.
it
added,
water
"which
is
unfurnished
BEDROOM
TWO
million would be spent in archeAn advisory from the PHS
eries are made purely by acciuncomfortably hot to the touch
The tel, or mound, some nine °logical research in Israel durgarage,
utility,
large
house,
Center for Disease Control in
dent.' said Dr Ayraharn Biran. feet high. covering the ancient
....
is usually safe land, may be
upstairs, lots of storage space.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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Another View°

a11916
3-1
75C

•I1

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings

•••

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8 to 243(40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewolls and Roof
floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-trecoed skids
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torage space.
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conditioned, electric
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Marilyn Riley and Baby
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son and Baby Boy, 306
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s Wa_pda Jane Ballard, 207
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle
ton, Rt. 5, Murray. Hoyt
Wyatt. 522 Shady 1.n..
ay, Mrs. Caryl Elizabeth
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ma Eitzabetb Hargrove,
1, Dexter, Jerry Nickles
all, Rt. 1, Benton,. Mrs.
hel Jean Broach, Rt. 1,
year, Tenn., Mrs: Helga
sr, 1702 Audubon, Murray,
Susan Hopkins and Baby
, Rt. 1, Almo, Abe Harder,
Elm, Murray, Mrs. Sudie
ton, 1104 Olive, Murray,
1 Virgilee Stiller expired),
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Darnell Marine Sales

•

Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky

AUCTION SALE

Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
CREOSOTED POLF-S and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
018C

NOTICE

Jack and Jill
Day Care Center
will be open for the
festivities,
homecoming
Saturday from 9:00 a.m.
until Sunday 1:00 a.m.

NO regret, the best yet; Blue
Lustre
cleans
carpets
beautifully. Rent
electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
021C

Phone for Reservations
753-9922

1964 CHEVROLET V-8, four door
hardtop, full power. 1962
Chevrolet V-8 two door, straight
shift. 1951 Chevrolet pickup ts
ton. Small refrigerator, electric
cook stove. Phone 753-7143. 017C

1972 NORRIS Mobile home,
12'x66', large expand°. Carpeted,
air, washer, dryer, fireplace,
large porch, underpenned, tornado straps. completely set up.
016C
Riviera Courts,753-3966.

HOSPITAL BED, same as new.
Complete with mattress. See
Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove
017P
or phone 345-2525.

1969-12'x52' SAFEWAY trailer,
Spanish furniture, gas heat.
Phone 489-2221 after 5:00
016C
p.m.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE, china, YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
cut glass, lamps. J. M. Adams Good condition. Phone 753and Son, Cox Mill Road. 8550.
0181'
Hopkinsville,886-2773.
018P

COME TO Canton, Ky., home of
the Red Geranium
017C BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 018C

If You

Miss Your Paper
PhonaT.
:
-

1971-12'x60' RICHARDSON
mobile home. Two bedrooms, gas
heat and range, Spanish style,
with shag carpet. Fully furnished. ,
110 down payment, take
-1 PLATFORM ROCKER, good over loan. Excellent condition.
condition. Phone 753-5091. 018C Phone 753-7554.
016C
ekt

753-19 16
Before 5:00 p.m.
Of

753-7278
Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your rout-e
boy's number, please call
lain first If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT.
$800.00 or best offer. Top
mechanical condition. Will trade
for Jeep with cloth top of cornarable quality. Phone 753-4184
after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
1969 CHEVELLE TWO door
hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine,
bucket seats, automatic in floor.
Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
017P
p.m.

CALL

11130MBIN61. CORRUPTION! TAXES! BUSING!
NOT ONE WORD AaouT LEGALIZED F3INGO."
SERVICFS.OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders

Roaches,
Carry Germs

Aluminum Plates

'25c each

RIDDE

PESTS

r

The Ledger Times
103 t4.-401 Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

TWO PIECE couch, three large RAILERS: SEE Brandon bill
chairs, three piece set of luggage, fter 4:30 p.m. Located at
bowling ball and clothes, size 7-9. Murray Drive In Theatre enSee anytime Saturday, 914 trance. No phone calls
016C
Sycamore, or Monday and lease.
Tuesday after 5:00 p.m.'
016C
12's64*-1971 FLEETWOOD
WING BACK love seat, green, mobile home,
'with living room
SEARS KENMORE portable $75.00. Swivel rocker, orange, expand°. Also 12'x12'
metal
dishwasher, one year old, gold, 4 $40.00. Excellent condition. utility building to stay.
Land$120.00.
in.
Phone
built
016C
753-2269.
speed. Can be
scaped. Central heat and air,
017C
Phone 753-0638.
three bedrooms, 1,2 baths, shown
"BIG CARPET .Sale." Just by
appointment. Phone 753-8560
While
truck
loads.
reCieved
3
new
NOTICE
after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
short
shag
Long
shag,
it lasts.
205 Riviera Courts.
016C
carpet. Rubber back and jute
MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
back, hi-lo pattern, 12' and 15'
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
307 N. 4th 753-6091
widths, printed design carpet,
years old. Two bedrooms.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
commercial type carpet, rojaber
SMALL APPLIANCE
modern furnishings, central heat
SALES & SERVICE
back, 12' and 15' widths.
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
Congoleum vinyl Causinfloor,
RADIO REPAIR
017C
p.m. 753-4444.
1,99 -square yard. Thousands of
yards carpet of different stiles to
& W Texaco. Jerry Ross and choose from. In stock now. Our
Charles Aldridge managers. prices start $2.99 square yard to 1968 SHELBY 12'x60', furnished
Opening Friday, September 22. $3.95 square yard. The home of mobile home. Central heat and
air, washer included, Spanish
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz, bargains. Paschall
& Son
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air Discount House, Hazel, Ky., 492- interior, concrete patio. Phone
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m.
017C
conditioning and road service. 9733.
017P
437-9594,Hardin, Ky. October 21C
ONE STADIUM chair and one
30" ELECTRIC range, also hand made crocheted
white
Pants getting a bit snug?
room
two
piece
living
brown
Have a carefully seasoned
poncho. Phone 753-5886 after 1:00
suite. Both in good condition. p.m.
vegetable plate for lunch or
016NC
supper. 3 vegetables..6e
Phone 753-2515.
018NC

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or tsitte
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commer
PFleFER•ranNill-experienced in interior and exterior. Fully equipped for all
painting. Free estimates. Phone
October17C
489-2287.

CARPET-LINOLEUM inSiairalliTs-Vd-rerat§, alf•Typer.‘
Residential or commercial. For p
free est» late phone 4362124.
November1C

FREE WASH

ASTRO CAR WASH

CORNER LOT, 108'x229', on the
corner of Metrase and Belmont. DIANA McClain Farley is now
working at Personality Beauty
Phone 492-8232 after 5:00
020C Shop. Call for an appointment
p.m.
today. Night appointments
BY, OWNER; Reduced, three Monday through Friday. 753bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th 5461.
019P
Street.I20,000.00. Phone 753TFC

Montgomery Ward
1703 Chestnut
Sale, WedneSday Only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 700 P M

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest

Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
13th Street. "Every day you
brick house, 8 miles south of
delay
lets bugs have their
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
way."
TFC
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436TFC'
5489. •
will not be responsible for
any debts other than my own
as of this date. October 13,
1972.
W. E. Blankensh10

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY

LOGGERS
PREMIUM PRICES PAID FOR
SOFT HARDWOODS
Additional purchases of wood required to meet
expanding production. Steady market.
- Contact Ray Watkins Wood Procurement Forester

Real estate, household and tools will be sold.
Household items include, nice furniture and appliance.
Living room, dining and bedroom, childshalf bed, desk
and chair, 2 refrigerators, stove, large Durotherm oil
heater, air conditioner 18,0001, chairs straight and
rockers) electric heaters, Maytag automatic washer,
stereo, real nice glider chairs and table to match, old
violin, mendelin, dishes and cooking utensils, garden
tractor, Wien new Wizzard) riding and power mowers,
dog house, hand tools and electric boxes and switches,
other supplies by the boxes and containers, wheel
barrow, coal stove, axes, hoes, rakes, 52 gal. water
heater, shower stall, 800 concrete blocks, hundreds of
feet new pine flooring, popular drop siding, oak lumber
30 patterns, ready to assemble into these toycabinets,
Mr. Duncan made, Idealfor Xmas gifts). Shingles off
new building 30 x 40') gas and oil furnaces, 14 various
sizes steel windows...other doors and windows, hundreds of pieces of new rectangular pieces of glass,
sanders, buffers, grinders, vices, steel and bar clamps,
table-saw, saw 'for making molds, radial and hand
saws, 1963 2 dr. Falcon good tires, Chevrolet motor,
used tires, rubber tire shop wagon, dozens other things
no junk I.
Promptly at 11:30 Mr. Owen Billington with Strout
Real Estate Agency, Southside Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky who has employed use to sell the property
has suggested it be sold.
This nice 6-room home, bath and nicely arranged on
acre of land with large work shop, one lot for trailer
parking now rented) makes it ideal for location for
entire family. Near choice of church
school bus,
driving distance to university, factory and in the midst
of resorts but in the quiet, friendly and desirable
section. Think of having a chance to buy at your price
such property.
Terms cash with deed delivery, possession at once
except trailer lot i rented paid per month
Eats and drinks available, not responsible for accidents. Douglas Shoemaker associate of Shoemaker
Auction and Live Stock Co. in charge of sale. Division
of property reascia for sale.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

MANAGER and MANAGER

- DIRECT SERVICE -

TRAINEES

cents. Here or Go.

TRIANGLE INN

THREE BEDROOM brick home
baths, patio, outside
with 1
storage building. All appliances
built-in. If interested phone 753017C
5287.

Site4

About Our

1971 SET OF • World Book EnSLIDE PROJECTOR, Sawyer
1969 GTO WITH tape player, air,
cyclopedias
with Child Craft.
500 R. Complete remote control.
power, tilt steering, brand new
$250.00. Phone 753-2325.
017C
1-100
slide
circular
tray.
2-36
slide
tires and mags. Excellent con- UNDER NEW management.
dition. Phone 753-2752 days or 436- Westerman Brothers Body Shop, easy load trays. $30.00. Phone ABRAHAM LINCOLN rocking
017P
016C formerly Green's Body Shop, now 753-7783 evenings.
2431 after 8:00 p.m.
chair. If interested phone H&R
open to general public. Bumping,
Used Furniture, 753-4716 after
Falcon painting, also aluminum welding. ONE ELECTRICAL service pole 5:00 p.m.
1962 FOUR SPEED
016C
with
services
for
two
trailers.
Futura for parts. Cheap. Phone No job too big or small. Located
Canopy
bed
with
matching chest,
753-8678 or come by 101 Clark seven miles out New Concord
$40.00. New living room suite WHEEL WALKER with seat.
016C Highway, 121 South.
Street.
018C
I couch, 2 chairs, ottoman) Can be used as wheelchair. Used
very short time. Phone Kirlcsey,
$125.00.
Used windows and doors,
1971 IMPERIAL LeBaron,
489-2477.
016P
Remember
50 cents to $2.00. Phone 753-6406
loaded, telescoping height and tilt
or
73-1566.
017C
wheel, electric seats, stereo, etc.
Tuesday,
Low • mileage, immaculate.
AKC REGISTERED Germat LARGE DESK, $22.00. 16"
018C
$4940.00. Phone 753-8316.
Shepherd_ puppies. Phone 436- Motorola portable TV., $25.00.
Apartment size electric range,
5624.
017C
with any fill-up
1964 FORD Galaxie, automatic,
$12.00. Small swivel rocker, $8.00.
power steering, new tires.
017C
1970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home, Phone 753-1566
of Chevron Gasoline
017P
$250.00. Phone 753-6966.
two bedrooms. New couch and air
Fox DAIRY CROSS cows,safe in calf,
conditioner. See at
EVERY TUESDAY
two Maine-Anjou. Phone 474Meadow's Trailer Court, EREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
017C
018P 2297.
10.

AT KENIANA Shores the
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
start at $795. Only $10. down and
$10 per month. Lake access. All
utilities inclnding central water.
TFC,
Phone 436-5320.

10-16
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THURSDAY OCTOBER 19, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine about Smiles from Murray, Ky.
At the RUDY DUNCAN HOME
Travel highway 94 toward lake, turning east on to
lrvan 'Cobb resort at Earl Lee's Grocery, thence two
miles.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
WILL BABY-SIT from 12:00 noon
to midnight. Have own transportation. Can give references.
016C
Phone 753-3921.

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 621-2932

WILL DO any type of carpenter
work, small or large jobs. Free
estimate. Phone 753November6Ne
_
-7955.

Openings available in Kentucky and Tennessee
for mature men and women in fast food
operations. Experienced preferred, but will train
if you are ambitious and want to advance. Good
salary and benefits. Write:

P.O. Box W, Murray, Ky. 42071
Please Mail Replies to Address Above

H&H SEAL Coating. Protects MUSIC LESSONS: all band indriveways from winter freeze. struments, all ages. Pianos,
Preserves new driveways and strings, guitar; beginners only.
renews old driveways. All work Experienced teacher. 753JAPPLY IN person after 4:00
guaranteed and free estimate. 1470.
017P P.m., Big B Cleaners, Central
Phone Mayfield 247-7201. 023C
Shopping Center.
017C
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
us 'completely cover your home PART TIME or full time, day or
Installation or rework. No job too
with .Reynolds weather tight evening. Counter help needed,
big or too small.Call for estimate
aluminum siding.' Also we do must be neat, clean and over 18.
436-2159, Jim.
October23P
soffit( and overhangs on brick. Apply in person between 3:00 and
Storm windows & door, shutters 6:00 p.m., Monday through
BARN PAINTING and- iii- and carports. Free estimates. Friday. Contact Mr. Boyd at
inercial spraying. Local painter. Call Garland's Aluminum » Ser- Burger Chef.
027C
References. Free estimate. vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Phone Farmington 382- • October23C
Seda ha 328-8398._
Nil SIC
2299.
October20C
CUSTOM - COMIVNING, pito,
WILL KEEP elderly lady or hauling corn or beans. Phone 753gentleman, able to care for self. 8090.
October25C
in my home. Real reasonable
Phone 753-5611.
0I6C JOHN'S REPAIR Service.

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
Mitruments J & B Music
_Center. Murray, Ky. 7537575

WANTED PART time or full time
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
person to Paglials - Pizza, 510
Main.
TFC

WANTED
WAITRESS
Day & Night Shift'
Apply In Person
at

Jerry's
South 12th St.

Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
WILL DO any kind of hauling, carpentry. Phone 753-5897
•
days orincluding garbage in county. At 753-7625 nights.
TFC
the lowest prices. Phone 753:
PEST CONTROL
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
7450.
019C BULLDOZER
WORK, trucking,
AVERAGE HOME sprayed (Or Murray area. Company car
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No furnished for business and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
WANT
TO
BUY
iiiontliTY". contract required. pleasure. Group hospital and life
1090, Paris, Tenn. 38242
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TEC •,,Superior
Exterminating Com- insurance, retirement paid 100
pany, phone 753-7266. October20C per cent by company. $8000 to
Phone 901-642-1230
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
$12,000 first year potential. Must
Antique Clocks
1
installation. Phone 75327850. TFC
Home 901-642-9631
have previous sales experience
We buy and sell old- clocks,
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT or sales aptitude. Interviews
will
cases, works and parts.
home, FOR RENT suite of offices. -be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
my
IESSONS
in
PIANO
We
stock.
Over 150 in
FOR SAleR TRADE
WAN'I' TO BUY old Iurrutui t.
any age. Lesson set up at your Adequale parking, 711 Main on Saturday if necessary. Call
repair clocks. J & B Music
attic
junk.
lir
convenience, at a reasonable fee. Street, Phone 753-7846, or 753- Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
anything
of
value
19170tAWASAKI 500. Phone 753Center. 753-7575.
for appointment.
016C 1409.
TFC(4171'
Phone 753-4699.
TFC Plume 436-2135.
TFC
-

Celotex Corp. Bea

•

^
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PACE SIXTEEN

Seen & Heard
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(Continued from'Page-I)

John Robertson Is
Graduated At Base

H. C. Corn, Tobacconist, FDEA
Dies Sudden ly Saturday

WICHITA FALLS, Tex.—
Airman John M. Robertson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Flavil
Robertson of 211 S. 13th St.,
Murray, has graduated at
Sheppard AFB, Tex., from the
U. S. Air Force aircraft
mechanic course conducted by
the Air Training Command.
The airman, who learned to
maintain and service turboprop aircraft, is being assigned
to Ramey AFB, P. R., for duty
with a unit of the Military Airlift
Command. ,
Airman Robertson attended
Murray High 49ahool.

The Prim
Source of II
In Murray
CallowaY C

(Continued from Page 1)

traits daily so students will
develop attitudes and values
through the years that reflect
H. C. Corn, prominent
their teachers and that result in
Murray businessman, died
healthy motivation.
suddenly Saturday at 8:05 p.m.
Frymier said the basis for his
He was stricken at his home on
ideas about motivation is a
the Lynn Grove Road an rushed
series of about 35 research
We found the Italians delightful
to the Murray-Calloway County
studies done over the past 12
people, clean, pleasant and
Hospital where he expired.
years involving about 26,000
cooperative. We had no difThe Murray man was 71 years
youngsters.
ficulty communicating since
of age and was associated with
"Correlates of motivation
with our broken German, wife's
the
Leaf
Loose
Growers
showing up," he said,
keep
Spanish, and Sue Spann's
Tobacco Floor. Corn and his
"such as sex, sotioeconomic
French, we never failed to
brother-in-law, the late A. B.
background, constancy and the
reach an understanding.
Austin who died in 1954, opened
need for motivation of an opthe Corn-Austin Clothing Store
timal rather than maximal
We cannot'understand why the
in Murray in 1935. Corn and the
nature."
American school system dos
McReynolds
late
died
who
Ace
He .warned that too much
not push the study of languages
this year continued in the
motivation is bad because it
more. Americans expect
clothing store business until
creates anxieties that throw the
everybody else to learn English
fourteen
when
about
ago
years
process out of perlearning
and the thought apparently
Corn sold his interest to Ace
spective. And he told the
never occurs to them that they
Chiropractor,
Dr. J. B. Dover,
teachers that motivation of
could learn another language. of Hazel was recently electeetto McReynolds and his brother,
Harold McReynolds who now
students
must be done over an
H.C.Corn
the office of vice-president for
extended period of time.
If you ever saw a country boy the first district Kentucky owns and operates the business.
Mr. Corn was a member of stewardship finance comHe said the motivational
abroad, it was us. We got on this Association of Chiropractic at a
mittee. He was also a member curve for boys is the exact
Church
First
Christian
the
enormous 747 in New York and meeting held in the Holiday Inn
where he had served as a of the Christian
Men's opposite of the motivational
swore it was just too big to get at the Kentucky Dam.
deacon and chairman of the Fellowship of the church.
curve for girls-with the curve
off the ground. We were wrong.
The Hazel doctor was further
The deceased was married to for boys at a low level on the
It not only got off the ground but 'honored by being selected as a
the former Lillian Farmer, who elementary grades and then
got us to Amsterdam in six member of the Board of
survives, on September 19, 1925. rising through high school and
hours.
Directors for the First District
He was born December 31, 1900, college, while the girls show
KAC. He has been a member of
in Lyon County, Ind., and was high motivation early and then
(Continued from Page 1)
We flew- in an assortment of the KAC for several years.
the son of the late Caleb Corn decline.
planes from DC-9's to 727's, but
Dr. Dover and his wife atA written report was made and Rhonda Cox Corn.
Grade school teachers are
the 747 was the crowning ex- tended the State Convention of
and bound for the visiting
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. partly responsible for the lack
perience. We knew-that all the the KAC in Lexington on Oc- committee.
This information Lillian Farmer C orn of Murray of motivation among boys, he
theory of flight dynamics were tober 12, 13, and 14. Mrs. Dover was sent
to them in August so - Route One; one daughter, Mrs. thinks, because they try to
built into the plane but for it to is an officer of the women's that they
could preview all Jean Cooper of Atlanta, Ga.; impose a set of expectations
actually take off and fly was a auxiliary KAC.
aspects of the program.
one brother, Col Palmer Corn of centerec on their own values,
thrilling experience.
An oral report was given to Denver, Colorado.
which are female in nature,
the staff of Carter and ' Funeral services will be held down on the pupils.
By the way we saw about a total Couples Bridge Planned
Robertson Schools on Tuesday Tuesday at ten a.m, at the - _ "Teachers try to make nice
of 30 birds in Italy. Two crows,
Saturday
-afternoon by Vernon Shown, I chapel of the J. H. Churchill little girls out of everybody-and
Club
Oaks
At
one bird we could not identify
chairman of the committee.
Funeral Home with Dr. David the boys want no part of it," he
and the rest Sparrows. The
Shown reported the com- Roos officiating.
continued, -and I don't blame
Couples Bridge will be held at
people must kill off the birds or
mitteemembers were pleased
Active pallbearers will be them."
something, to protect the grape the Oaks Country Cub on with
Carter and Robertson Clegg Austin, (Paul Risk,
Then he charged that a
vines and olive trees which are Saturday. October 21, at 7:30 ElementarySc
report.
hools
No
consistent,
Mansfield
pervasive bias
F
armer,
Buddy
literally planted in every p.m.
deficiencies in standards set up Farmer, Bob Farmer,
Charlie exists in elementary schools in
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Burkeen
available spot. It seemed odd
by the accrediting association Costello, Harold McReynolds, favor of girls over boys. He
not to see birds and when we got will be hosts for the bridge
were found. He reported that and Rob McCullon.
cited a study that showed boys
home on Sunday we were struck session and reservations should
many
different programs were
Honorary pallbearers will be volunteered eight times as often
by the brilliance of the big Blue be made by Friday by calling
being tried in this system and Oren Hull. Ed Watson, Burr as girls in class, but that girls
them at 753-8461.
Jay in our back yard.
felt that a strong point was the Waldrop, Cullen Phillips, John were called on 10 times as much
leeway given teachers to teach "Irvan, Wells Overbey, Joe Dick, as boys.
without administrative Dr. A.H. Titsworth,
Another research project
W.C.
domination.
Elkins, H. Glenn Doran, Hemp shown no significant difThe teachers qualification Brooks, Nat Ryan Hughes, ference in the level of inLOUISVILLE, Ky. AP,—Lynn Stone, president of Churchill was one of the high spots in his Hughes Giles, John Waggoner, tellectual ability between boys
Downs, says the track has spent about $459,000 on improvements oral report. Shown expressed Newt Outland, Jackie But- and girls, he noted, but girls
the committee's sentiment in terworth, Stark
since last May for the opening of the fall meeting Oct. 28.
Erwin, Hub were given higher grades.
Dr. John G. Taylor, chairman
Stone said the alterations include installation of sprinkler saying, "the level of prepar- Erwin, A.P. Farmer, Gus
systems in all but 10 of the barns, new tack rooms, and tation of the Murray Teachers is Robertson Jr., Gut Robertson of
the
department
of
far above the averate in the Sr., T.C. Doran,
educational services at Murray
replacement of the slate roof between the track's twin spires.
Holmes
Ellis,
state. Over half of the Mitchell
Story, Cecil Farris, State and outgoing FDEA
teachers
in Beale Outland, Vernoo But- president, presided during the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAP-Herbert G. Klein, President Nixon's elementary
;
4 have a. Master's terworth, and Kent
program. Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
communications director, will speak to the Louisville chapter of Grades 1
Miller.
Sigma Delta Chi at 7:30 today at Masterson's restaurant in Degree or better."
Interment will
.,The university president, welcomed
Major recommendations for Murray City Cemetery with the the FDEA members to- the
Louisviille.
improvement included a full arrangements by the J.H. campus.
Mrs. Martha Baker, a teacher
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(API—About 75 persons planted a "freedom time librarian, media person Churchill Funeral Home whree
at Brazelton Junior High School
tree' here Sunday in honor of America's prisoners of war and for each school, additional friends may call.
materials for classroom
in Paducah school system who
those missing in action.
has served as president-elect of
Among those honored at the ceremony was Lt. Col. Charles E. teachers to individualize their
program, develop media center
FDEA for the past year, will
Shelton of Louisville. Shelton, a pilot, was shot down more than
officially
seven years ago while flying over Laos on a photo-reconnaissance for children in each school,
assume
the
closer interaction of both
(Continued from Page 1)
presidency Dec. 1.
mission. He has been listed as a prisoner of war
faculties_
in
improving
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of
night at the Murray-Calloway
curriculum.
the Graduate School at Murray
ASHLAND,Ky.; AP)—The first of a series of seminars this week
County
Hospital
by
a State and FDEA executive
Minor
on occupational health and safety legislation
recommendations
in Kentucky is
were—change one-way street in pathologist from Paris, Tenn., secretary, reported the results
scheduled for today in Ashland.
and that the bullet from a 22
of the delegate assembly
Others will be Tuesday in Lexington. Wednesday in Louisville, front of Robertson School, caliber pistol
entered the head
paving
of
parking
areas, and
Thursday to the educators from
Thursday at Gilbertsville, and Friday in Bowling Green. The
in
the
right
ear.
Churchill
said 19 school districts in 13 West
the repaving of the one-way
programs, designed for businessmen and industrial represenstreet by Carter School which further details of the in- Kentucky counties.
tatives, start at 1:30 p.m. daily
•
runs east and west by the vestigation will be announced
New officers elected are:
later.
school.
Wayne Harvey, a teacher in
The rescue party was forced the Livingston
County school
to walk approximately one mile system, president-elect
Ito take
to reach the site of the ac- office
Dec. 1); and Mrs. Peggy
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Con- safe today due to continued hacident. Darnell was brought Wilson, supervisbr
of ingress went into overtime today rassment by Communist forces.
back to meet a J. H. Churchill struction in the
Murray school
with members, eager to hit the U.S. troops were advised to
ambulance who took him to the system, vice-president
to take
campaign trail, facing the pos- stay off them.
local hospital where he was office Dec.
1.).
South Vietnamese police resibility of long debates over two
pronounced dead athve p.m.,
Miss
Ruby
Ashbrook,
of the biggest bills of the dying opened a third highway but so
according to hospital records. guidance counselor
in the
Funeral services for Alfred B.
late in the day that only a few
session.
Darnell played the position of Carlisle County School system,
Taylor
of
Murray
Route Seven tackle on the Murray,
Senate Democratic Whip Rob- vehicles got through before
High metnber of the FDEA board of
were held Sunday at two p.m. at School
ert Byrd of West Virginia pre- darkness closed it again.
football team. Eli directors I to serve from July 1,
the
chapel
of
the
In
the
air
Blalockwar,
the
U.S.
lengthy
Comdebate
dicted
on the
Alexander, principal of Murray 1973, to June 30,
1976).
compromise versions of the So- mand reported the loss of a Coleman Funeral Home with High, said school will not
be
Taylor, director on the
cial Security bill and one giving helicopter and a Phantom jet Rev. Jerre! White and Rev. dismissed for the funeral serKentucky Education AssociatTerry Sills officiating.
President Nixon extraordinary fighter to enemy fire.
vices on Tuesday, but all ion Board,and Gerald Adams,
a
Pallbearers
were
Reginald students with a written
powers to cut spending.
excuse teacher in the Paducah city
CHICAGO ( AP) — Sheriff Butterworth, Marvin Billington, from their parents will
Both houses had set their
be schools, as the new member to
sights on adjourning last Satur- Richard J. Elrod says eight Thurston Furches, Ted Mc- permitted to attend the serthe KEA legislative commission
Dougal,
Micky Cherry, and vices.
day. But the Senate had to car- members of a black terrorist
both to serve frok July 1, 1973,
(
ry over business to today and gang charged in the recent Cecil Farris.
The Murray High senior was to June 30, 1977),
•
.
Interment
was
in
the
murders
Sinking
of
nine
persons
the House is to return Tuesday
were
a member of the Seventh,and I Charlie Lassiter, director of
Spring
Cemetery with the Poplar Church of
after frantic but futile efforts to apparently -roaming the counChrist where pupil personnel for the
finish their business in sessions tryside looking for someone to arrangements by the Blalock- funeral services will be
held Calloway County school system,
Coleman
Funeral
Home.
kill."
that lasted until early Sunday.
Tuesday at two p.m. with Bro. member of the nominating
Taylor,
owner of the Taylor Bill Threet and
Elrod told newsmen Sunday
Bro. - Roy committee for the Kentucky
the nine white victims, in- Seed Company and prominent Beasley officiating.
Teachers' Retirement System
Israel made five air strikes cluding the members- of two Calloway farmer, died Friday
Interment will be in the for a one-year term.
Sunday against guerrilla bases separate families, apparently at 4:30 p.m. at the MurrayAntioch Cemetery with the
Harvey and Mrs. Baker as
in Lebanon and Syria. A top Is- Were randomly selected by a Calloway Hospital. He was 59
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first."
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The raids were the first
WASHINGTON I AP) -- (len. who survivbs, on September 20, was the son of Mrs. Duleie County school system, as
against the guerrillas since the Creighton W. Abrams finally 1997-: He was born August 10,
Miller Darnell of Murray, and alternate delegates.
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by Israeli army( units. There staff today after being cleared was the son of Mrs. Lela from injuries
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the Paducah school system,
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has been relative quiet on the by the Senate of any responsi- Brandon Taylor of Murray and tractor accident
on May 21, as a member of the TEPS
borders since then, but Gen. bility in the unauthorized bomb- the late Choice Taylor.
1961.
Commission her term to expire
Haim Herzog, the former in- ings of North Vietnam last win- -Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. June 30, 1975).
telligence chief, said in a ter.
Margaret Taylor of Miirray Darnell of 1202
Sycamore , Several group conferences
broadcast commentary: "From
Abrams, U.S. commander in Route Seven; mother, Mrs. Street, Murray; one sister,'Mrs. were held during the morning
now on the very presence of sa- Vietnam for about four years, Choice Taylor of. 620 Broad Benny (Sandra)
Wright of today on the campus.
boteurs" in Syria and Lebanon was nominated to become Extended, Murray;
two Florence; one brother,
Gary
"is to be regarded as a provo- Army chief of staff nearly four daughters, ?Ars. Oscar (Carol Darnell' of 1202
Sycamore
cation."
months ago, but Senate action Turner, Jr., and Miss Malinda Street, Murray; grahdparents,
The tiny island of Sark in the
English Channel has a
was delayed until its Armed Taylor, both of Murray Route Mrs. Frocie Miller of 1605
parliament with
SAIGON (API— Two of the Services Committee 'completed Seven; one son, Robert 'T. College FarTh Road,
egislator
Murray, for every 11
four major highways leading an investigation of the un- Taylor, and one granddaughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Toy
persons. says
Darnell of
National Geographic.
out of Saigon were reported un- authorized bombings.
Allison Taylor, Sparta, Ill.
Browns Grove.
people actually lived, breathed,
walked, played and worked in
this city hundreds of years ago.
One could almost expect to see
someone suddenly emerge from
a home along the way.
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Dr. J. B. Dover
Named As Officer

City Schools . • .

Kentucky Roundup

Ricky Darnell...

World News Briefs

Alfred B. Taylor
Funeral Serves
Hekt Here Sunday

-More on Italy. Well
this is the first vacati
had in five years.
The above photograph was among the documents submitted in 1922 to the State Normal School
Commission as arguments for locating the new Normal School in Murray. George Hart, pictured
fourth from the left in the front row, had just assumed office as Circuit Court Clerk, and he took a
leading part in the successful drive to raise the $117,000 for the new Normal School.
Also pictured above are 17 of the County officials as they posed on the steps of the Courthouse.
Front Row (left to right): Mrs. Rheda Wadlington Oury (Mrs. J. Rudy Oury I, Judge L. A. L.
Langston. Mrs. Lourelle Bourland Sledd (Mrs. Graves Sledd ), George Hart, Robert E. Broach,
George Parker, Frank Pool, Flem Haves, Clint Broach.
Second Row: Bun Outland, Hall Hood, Aubrey Farmer, Mrs. Euva Waldrop Alexander (Mrs. A. M.
Alexander), Mrs Cora McKeel Waldrop (Mrs. Will Tinsley.
Top Row: Garland Neal, J. B. Gardner. Herman Doran.

George Hart Scholarship . . .

Robert E. Moyer

Moyer Accepted
By NY Exchange
Robert E. Moyer of 1231
Dogwood Drive West has been
accepted as a fully registered
representative of the New York
Stock Exchange.
The
requirements
for
registration include the completion -of a six-months eour
and tests given by the 'NYSE
and the National Association of
Security Dealers.
Moyer joined Steve Yarbrough in February as a
representative of the Murray
branch of I.M. Sirnon & Co. I. M.
Simon is a member of the
NYSE, the American Stock
Exchange, and the Midwest
Stock Exchange.
Moyer
served
as
management consultant with
International Executive Service
Corp. in 1971 on assignment in
Teheran, Iran, prior to
associating with 1.M. Simon. He
spent 24 years with the Tappan
Co. as vice president and
general manager of the local
plant; vice president of
manufacturing of O'Keefe &
Merritt Co., Los Angelos, Calif.;
vice president of manufacturing
of Gurney Products Ltd., St.
Laurent, Quebec, Canada.
President of the Chamber of
Commerce, Moyer is also
serving as chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Red
Cross, chairman of the Murray
Planning Commission, vice
chairman of the administrative
board and a member pf the
finance commission of First
United Methodist Church, and a
member of the local Masonic'
Lodge.

McCuiston's Hay I
Hauled By Friends
Friends and relatives of'Keys
McCuiston who has been
hospitalized since September 4
met at • his farm to haul his
winter's supply of hay.
McCuiston has been a patient
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
since his accident and will
remain there in Room 360 for
three or four more weeks.
- The family expressed appreciation to their many friends
and relatives, who have helped
in any way during McCuiston's
confinement.
Those helping with the
driving and hauling of the hay
were Tommy Atkins, Robert
Rowland, Larry Cherry, Dickie
Schroeder, Nancy Schroader,
Harold Bynum, Danny Phillips,
Roger Leslie, Rickey McCuiston, Billy Green, Norman
Carroll, Jim Schroeder, Mickey
Cherry, and Rickey Cherry.

(Continued from Page 1)
bank grew from a business with
resources of $600,000 to ov.er:$12
million. He was associated with
the bank for 34 years.
As mayor of Murray for 20
years, George Hart probably
made his greatest contribution.
In five consecutive terms as
Mayor, Mr. Hart was a dynamo
of energy and drive. One of his
earliest acts as mayor was
signing the contract for TVA
electricity for Murray—the first
city in Kentucky to do so.
At the close of his five terms
of office when the new City Hall
was being completed, the City
Council erected a bronze plaque
with the image of Mr. Hart on
the wall. The inscription
reads: "In appreciation to
George S. Hart. Through his
daring vision, keen perception
and remarkable ability, the city
of Murray made the greatest
progress in its history,"
A 7-story residence hall on the
Murray State campus has been
named the George S. Hart Hall
in his honor. In 1954 Mr. Hart
was named "Distinguished
Farm Banker in a poll of
Kentucky Bankers for his
leadership in reclamation and
modern farming methods. He
was Master Commissioner for
over 30 years.
His community honored him
on two different occasions with
"George Hart Appreciation
Dinners." Governor Breathitt
conferred upon Mr. Hart the
"First Annual Governor's
Award of Merit" in 1964 as
"The Outstanding Community
Leader in Civic, Economic and
Cultural Activities."
He was director of business
firms and corporations including Ryan Milk Company
and Murray Wholesale Grocery
Company. In the field of
education his service was
exemplary. He was a member
of „the Murray City , School
Board, State Board of
Education, Murray Hospital
Board, Community Concert
Association, president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association,
and organizer and president of
the Chamber of Commerce. A
member of the Murray Masonic
Lodge, Murray Rotary Club,
and other organizations, he was
an active worker and official in
the Disciples of Christ Church
where he was president of the
Men's Bible Class, deacon and
superintendent.
George Hart was a forthright.
outgoing executive. Countless,
young'coupleswho approached.
him for a loan at his bank can
attest to his desire to help the
little man. The miles of at'tractive brick homes in Murrayand Calloway County ai4 a
result—to a large degree—of
the big heartedness of Mr.
Hart as well as an indication
of his business acumen. He once
told Bill Powell, Paducah
newspaperman: "In the small
loan class, I try to lend on the
basis of what a man is, not what
he has. The little people are the
ones who need IFIblp this way."
George Hart laved sports. He
was instrumentat in the success
of the North-South Basketball
tournament conducted several
years at Murray State. He
crowned queens, cut ribbons,
for openings, handed out keys to
the ciix, awarded trophies,
made welcome 'speeches,
engaged in politics at all levels,
attended parties and banquets.

went to church, loved his family
and enjoyed life.
On August 11, 1967, at the age
of 74, Mr. Hart passed away at
the Gross Mont Hospital, San
Diego, California. He had undergone surgery while he and
his wife
and two granddaughters were visiting Mrs.
Hart's brother, Harry Broach,
and family in-California.
A university official in
commenting on the Scholarship
established in Mr. Hart's
memory, remarked that the
50th anniversary of Murray
State-1972--is also the fiftieth
anniversary of, the
public
service of George Hart. It was
in 1922 that he first took office as
Circuit Court Clerk of Calloway
County.
A perpetual scholarship for
students would be most appropriate in Mr. Hart's honor
for his life was dedicated to
helping young people "get a
start in life." The monument to
George Hart is not merely his
tombstone or the buildings
named in his honor... his
monuments are the homes and
hearts of the people he loved
and befriended-they are in the
• lleartland" of Kentucicy.

Pasco To Take
Part In State
OSHA Seminars
Seminars on the Kentucky
Plan for State Administration of
the Occupational Safety and
Health Act will be held at
various places this week
throughout the state.
Conducting the :,- eminars will
be John 0. Pasco of Murray, P.
E., director of Occupational
Health Program, Kentucky
Department of Health; James
R.. Yocom, commissioner,
Kentucky Department of
Labor;' Carl A. Merritt,
director, Division of Occupational Safety, Kentucky
Depaçtmebt of Labor; J.
Bradfo
k, M.D., Medical
Consultant, Occupational and
Environmental Health; Frank
P. Flanagan, Area Director,
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, U. S. Department of Labor; Edward
Holloway, vice-president, Tax
and Governmental Affairs,
Associated Industries of
Kentucky.
The schedule
for the
seminars is as follows:
Monday, October 16, Henry
Clay Hotel, Ashland.
Tuesday, October 17, Phoenix
• Hotel, Lexington.
Wednesday, October 18, 4
Holiday Inn, Louisville.
Thursday, October 19, KenBar Inn, Gilbertsville.
Friday, October 20, Ramada
Inn, Bowling Green.
Pasco and Block will conduct
the seminar on the Occupational
Health
Side;
Holloway on the Kentucky
Employer and OSHA; Yocum.
and Merritt on the Safety Side;
and F4nagan on Continued
Federnvolvement.
The Murray man taking part
in the- seminars, Pasco, has his
B.S. in mechanical engineering
froth the University of Kentucky and his Masters from
Texas A & M. Heis a registered
professional engineer in Kentucky and New York.
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